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ABSTRACT
The studies presented in this thesis include studies of nucleotide-dependent
conformations of the electron donor protein in nitrogenase and dark-operative
protochlorophyllide reductase (DPOR) characterized using small-angle x-ray scattering
and x-ray diffraction methods. Nitrogen fixation and chlorophyll synthesis are involved
in the reduction of high energy bonds under physiological conditions. Both make use of
elegant reaction mechanisms made possible by complex enzyme systems which are
evolutionarily related. Nitrogenase reduces nitrogen to ammonia and is a two-component
metalloenzyme composed of Fe protein and MoFe protein. For nitrogen reduction, the Fe
protein and MoFe protein associate and dissociate in a manner concomitant with
hydrolysis of at least two MgATP molecules and enables the concomitant transfer of at
least one electron from Fe protein to MoFe protein. During chlorophyll biosysnthesis,
the rate limiting step is catalyzed by a two-component metalloenzyme called DPOR. The
two components of DPOR are BchL and BchNB proteins and these share high level of
sequence similarity with the Fe protein and the MoFe protein, respectively. Based on this
sequence similarity and biochemical data available, it is proposed that the reaction
mechanism is similar to nitrogenase mechanism in which the components of DPOR
associate and dissociate in a nucleotide dependent manner, to enable intercomponent
electron transfer. Fe protein and BchL present as unique examples of proteins that couple
nucleotide dependent conformational change to enable electron transfer for high energy
bond reduction. The present studies have been directed at studying the low resolution
studies of MgATP-bound wild-type Fe protein and its comparison to the structure of the
proposed mimic, i.e, L127ΔFe protein. The studies presented show evidence of the
MgATP-bound wild-type Fe protein having a conformation very different from the
L127ΔFe protein. The chapters also include detailed characterization of the structure of
BchL in both MgADP bound and nucleotide-free states which offer detailed insights in
the structure based mechanism of BchL, with primary focus on identifying key residues
involved in componenet docking and in electron transfer. Together, the studies on the Fe
protein and BchL have furthered our understanding of mechanism of electron transfer in
these complex enzyme systems.
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CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION
Nitrogen and carbon are essential nutrients for the survival of life. Although these
nutrients are ubiquitously available in the inorganic form, survival of organisms relies on
the bioavailability of these nutrients, especially nitrogen which can be environmentally
limiting. Biological nitrogen fixation is a critical step in the global nitrogen cycle and is
carried out exclusively by a special class of prokaryotes called diazotrophs, organisms
that are widely distributed in nature. The most extensive studies on nitrogenase have
been carried out on the enzyme isolated from Azotobacter vinelandii (an obligate aerobe),
Clostridium pasteurianum (an obligate anaerobe), Klebsialla pneumonia (a facultative
anaerobe), Rhodospirillum ruburum (a photosynthetic bacterium), Anabaena sp. 7120 (a
heterocyst-forming cyanobacterium), and Bradyrhizobium japonicum (a symbiotic
bacterium) (1). Although the free-living diazotrophs fix a significant amount of nitrogen
in the soil, the symbiotic diazotrophs are of higher importance from an agronomic point
of view. The symbiotic diazotrophs associate with leguminous plants like alfalfa to result
in formation of root nodules. These root nodules in turn act as host to differentiated
bacteria that fix nitrogen with consequent delivery to the plant and this is critical to plant
productivity (1). Given the importance of nitrogenase, the mechanistic understanding of
its function has attracted broad interest, ranging from plant physiologists to bioinorganic
chemists.
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On similar lines, carbon is made bioavailabile by organisms capable of
photosynthesis. Central to the process of photosynthesis is the conversion of light energy
into chemical energy using photochemical reaction centers, a process known as
chlorophototrophy. These reaction centers are composed of proteins and pigments, the
latter being the chromophores that are molecules responsible for the absorption of
photons and converting them into usable form of energy. One of the classes of naturally
abundant pigments are the chlorophylls (Chls) and bacteriochlorphylls (Bchs) which
possess Mg-containing marcocyclic tetrapyrrole rings for harvesting light energy and
participating in charge separation across the biological membranes (2). Photosynthesis
evolved as an anaerobic process in anoxygenic bacteria which contain the pigment Bch,
while the organisms carrying out oxygenic photosynthesis which evolved later and are
responsible for the evolution of oxygen into the atmosphere, contain the pigment Chl. In
vivo, pigments Chl and Bch is bound non-covalently with the protein complexes as seen
in the reaction centers, photosystems I and II, and also in the antenna complex in the
chloroplasts (3, 4). Chl and Bch are structurally related family of pigments with Chla
and Chlb as representative examples of Chl from oxygenic photosynthetic organism,
while Bcha is seen in anoxygenic photosynthetic bacteria (5) and the biosynthesis of
these pigments in vivo is an important metabolic activity in the ecosphere.
There are two different biological mechanism of capturing light energy, one uses
rhodopsins and bacteriorhodopsins which are retinal-binding proteins that act as light
driven proton or chloride pumps, while the other uses the more typical reaction centers
that are composed of Chl and Bch (6). Chlorophototrophy occurs in organisms that
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belong to one of the five classes of eubacterial phyla: Cyanobacteria, Protobacteria
(Purple bacteria, PB), Chlorobi (green sulfur bacteria, GSB), Chloroflexi (filamentous
anoxygenic phototrophs, FAPS) and Fermicutes (heliobacteria) (6), of these all known
chlorobi and cyanobacteria are photolithotrophs, while for the other three classes, only a
few members are known to be phototrophic.

All the phototrophs are known to

synthesize two types of pigments, the Chl/Bch, which act as the primary light harvesting
molecules and also participate in photochemistry. In addition to Chl/Bch, caretenoids also
function as a photoreactive pigments for harvesting light (7). While only 12 different
types of Chl (Chl a, b, d; divinyl-Chl a and b; 81-hydroxy-Chl a) and Bch (Bch a, b, c, d,
e, and g) have been identified, the number of caretenoids runs into hundreds (7). The
diversity in the structure of the different Chls and Bchs result from the function of late
acting enzymes in the biosynthetic pathway that add diverse functional groups onto the
basic chlorin group to result in Chl/Bch molecule with its specific function (8). Although
of primary biological importance of Chl/Bch, very little is known about the complete
biosynthesis and regulation of the biosynthesis pathways for these pigments.
Biological Nitrogen Fixation
Nitrogenase is the enzyme responsible for the conversion of molecular nitrogen to
ammonia, hence making it bioavailable to organisms. The reaction has an ideal
stoichiometry shown in equation 1.
N2 + 8 e- + 8 H+ + 16 MgATP Æ 2 NH3 + H2 + 16 MgADP + 16 Pi

(Eq 1)
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Nitrogen fixation is considered of fundamental importance not only due to its
importance in global nutrient cycle but also due to its relevance in multi-electron transfer
in oxidation reduction reactions in complex systems, for its complex biological cluster
assembly, and in order to understand nucleotide-dependent conformational changes
essential to signal transduction. Nitrogenase enzyme exists in three different forms, the
molybdenum, vanadium and iron forms, each with unique metal cluster at the sites of
nitrogen binding and reduction (9). The molybdenum form of the enzyme is by the far
the most extensively studied of all forms and is a two-component metalloenzyme. One of
the components of nitrogenase is called the Fe protein and it is the unique electron donor
to the other component called the MoFe protein that houses the sites of nitrogen binding
and reduction. Each component is stable to individual purification and each of them is
highly oxygen sensitive due to the presence of the metal clusters.
The Fe protein is a ~ 60 kDa homodimer that houses a single [4Fe-4S] cubane at
the subunit interface and has one nucleotide binding site per subunit. This component
transfers electrons to the ~230 kDa MoFe protein concomitant with nucleotide hydrolysis
during inter-component complex association.

The MoFe protein is a complex α2β2

heteroteramer with two unique metal clusters: one is known as the P-cluster, an [8Fe-7S]
cluster located at the interface of α and β subunits, while the other is the FeMo-cofactor, a
[7Fe-9S-Mo] cluster coordinated by a homocitrate, buried in the α-subunit. Each αβ
heterodimer functions as an independent catalytic unit along with one Fe protein. During
catalysis, the two components transiently associate to facilitate electron transfer from the
Fe protein to the MoFe protein in a nucleotide-dependent manner, as mentioned earlier,
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and dissociate upon MgATP hydrolysis. This process is repeated untill the MoFe protein
accumulates enough electrons to reduce the substrate. The structures of the Fe proteins
and the MoFe proteins from several organisms have been determined and also the Fe
protein-MoFe protein stabilized complex structure has been determined (10, 11).
The MoFe Protein
The structures of the MoFe protein from three different organisms, Azotobacter
vinelandii (12), Klebselia pneumonia (13) and Clostridium pasteurianum (14) have been
determined and share similar salient features. The two subunits that make up the α2β2
heteroteramer of the MoFe protein share both sequence similarity and are of comparable
sizes, with α- and β-subunits composed of 491 and 522 amino acids, respectively. The
subunits exhibit similar polypeptide fold, each having three domains of parallel- β-αhelical type (Figure 1-1) (12). The three domains of the α- and β-subunits are designated
as I, II and III and I’, II’ and III’, respectively. The MoFe protein has two unique metal
clusters: two sets of P-clusters and FeMo-cofactors for each catalytically independent αβ
heterodimer. The α2β2 heteroteramer is formed by the association of the αβ heterodimers
related by 2-fold rotation axis. At the point of closest approach, the 2-fold dimer axis and
the 2-fold tetramer axis are ~12 Å apart in the protein and are oriented about 97˚ about
each other. Extensive interactions at the heteroteramer interface are observed between
the helices from domains II’ and III’ of the two β-subunits and the stabilization provided
by these interactions seem to provide the incentive for the heterotetramer formation,
along with some additional interactions provided by the helices in domain III of the αsubunit. Further stabilization of the heterotetramer is probably due to the cation binding
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site created by the residues from the two β-subunits. One interesting aspect of the MoFe
structure is the existence of a ~8 Å open channel between the two pairs of αβ
heterodimers; in addition, the heteroterameric 2-fold symmetric axis passes through the
center of the channel.

Figure 1-1. A. vinelandii MoFe protein is shown in cartoon representation with α-subunits in blue
and β-subunits in purple. Both metal clusters are shown in stick representation with Fe atoms in
rust, sulfur atoms in orange and molybdenum in teal.

The [8Fe-7S] P-clusters are one set of unique metal clusters of the MoFe protein.
Each P-cluster is located about ~10 Å below the surface on the pseudo-two-fold
symmetric axis of the protein, bridging the α- and the β-subunits (15).

The

crystallographically determined structure of the nitrogenase complex shows the location
of the P-cluster in between and equidistant from the [4Fe-4S] cubane of the Fe protein
and the FeMo-cofactor (16).

The P-clusters are believed to be intermediate electron
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acceptors before passing on the electrons onto the FeMo-cofactor required for substrate
binding and reduction (Figure1-2) (17-20).

Figure 1-2. Structure of A. vinelandii P-clusters is shown in stick representation in both reduced
(PN) and oxidized (POX) state with protein ligands from α-subunits shown in brown and those
from β-subunits shown in orange. The P-cluster is located at the interface of the α- and βsubunits. In the oxidized state, both β- Ser188 and α-Cys88 interact with Fe5 and Fe6 of the Pcluster via their side chains and amide bonds, respectively. In the reduced state, both these Fe
atoms move away from the corresponding protein ligands to bonding distance with the central
sulfur atom which then has a distorted geometry with six Fe atoms.

The MoFe protein has been structurally characterized in multiple oxidation states
from both A.vinelandii (21) and K.pneumoniae (14) and these studies reveal intriguing
mechanism of redox dependent structural changes. The P-cluster can be thought of as a
[4Fe-4S] cubane bridged to a [4Fe-3S] fragment by two cysteine residues (14). The
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whole p-cluster is covalently attached to the protein in A.vinelandii by two terminal
cysteine residues from each subunit (α-Cys62, α-Cys154, β-Cys70 and, β-Cys153) and
two bridging cysteines, one from each subunit (α-Cys88 and β-Cys95) (Figure1-2) (22).
Although the MoFe protein by itself does not undergo any conformational
changes, the P-cluster undergoes significant structural changes in going from the oxidized
state to the reduced state (21). The interconversion between the two states of the protein
results in movement of two Fe atoms of the cluster and an exchange of protein
coordination of ligands provided by the central S atom (Figure 1-2). In the as-isolated
dithionite reduced state of the protein, the central S1 sulfur atom is hexa-coordinated to
the three Fe atoms from the [4Fe-4S] cubane portion of the cluster that resides
predominantly in the α-subunit and one from the extended [4Fe-3S] portion of the cluster,
the latter residing predominantly in the β-subunit. Additionally, Fe5 and Fe6 from the
[4Fe-3S] portion of the cluster moves within the bonding distance of central sulfur atom,
S1. In the oxidized state, the central S1 sulfur atom is tetra-coordinate with bonds only
with four Fe atoms, three from the [4Fe-4S] cubane portion of the cluster and one from
the [4Fe-3S] portion of the cluster. The coordination of the two Fe atoms is completed
by α-Cys88 forming an alkoxide ligand and by the β-Cys153. The other Fe atom still
ligated to α-Cys88, completes its coordination by forming a new bond with a backbone
amide, also provided by the bridging α-Cys88. The immediate environment of the Pcluster is primarily hydrophobic with residues like α-Tyr64, β-Pro85, α-Tyr91, β-Tyr98,
β-Phe99, β-Met154, α-Pro155, α-Phe186 and β-Phe189 (A.vinelandii numbering). This
combined with the location of the P-cluster near the N-terminus of six helices is expected
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to contribute to cluster stability.
The catalytic center of nitrogenase is the FeMo-cofactor, the other important
metal cluster of the MoFe protein. This cluster is composed of two partial cubanes, [4Fe3S] and [Mo-3Fe-3S] bridged by three non-protein S atoms and one central atom of
unknown identity (14) (Figure 1-3). The FeMo-cofactor is located ~10 Å beneath the
protein surface in a pocket composed predominantly of residues from the α-subunit.
There are only two interactions of the cluster with the protein, α-Cys275 (Fe1) and αHis442 (Mo). The octahedral coordination of the Mo atom is completed by binding of
the hydroxyl and carboxyl groups of homocitrate. In the absence of any other protein
coordination or ligand interactions of the FeMo-cofactor, the six Fe atoms (Fe2-Fe7)
exist in a tetrahedral environment.

There are several possible sites of N2 binding

including three identical 4Fe-4S faces and Mo (23, 24). The Mo atom has been proposed
as one site for substrate binding and this hypothesis is supported by theoretical studies on
FeMo-cofactor fragments (25, 26) and reactivity studies using inorganic models (27, 28).
Alternatively, any one of the central six Fe atoms making up the waist of the
FeMo-cofactor can serve as binding site for the substrate (23, 24, 29-32). Each of the six
Fe atoms are located in one of three symmetrically (C3) related faces, any of which might
provide a site for substrate binding. Apart from the physiological substrate, nitrogenase
also reduces other substrates like short chain alkenes and alkynes. Studies have shown
that alkynes such as propargyl alcohol, bind to one face of the FeMo-cofactor made of
Fe2, Fe3, Fe6 and Fe7 (33) and this face is approached by α-70Val.
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Figure 1-3. The FeMo-cofactor of A.vinelandii MoFe protein is shown here in sphere
representation with bonds shown as sticks. The residues from α-subunit are shown here in blue.
The Fe atoms are represented in rust, S atoms in yellow, Mo in teal and the central atom (identity
unknown) is shown in blue. The only two covalent interactions of the FeMo-cofactor with the
protein are through α-Cys275 and α-His442, shown here in stick representation.

The MoFe protein environment surrounding the FeMo-cofactor is asymmetric, with a
wide range of different amino acids defining the first shell of non-covalent interactions.
Amino acids within this region have been substituted with different amino acids in an
effort to define more precisely where and how substrates interact with FeMo-cofactor
(34-38). Using the mutagenesis approach, α-70Val has been identified as an important
residue that controls substrate access to the FeMo-cofactor (33). Characterization of an
S=½ intermediate state of the FeMo-cofactor trapped during propargyl alcohol reduction
using electron paramagnetic resonance (EPR) and electron nuclear double resonance
(ENDOR) spectroscopies definitely assigned the intermediate as a ferraclyclopropane
(23, 33). This assignment was further confirmed by studies of pH dependence of the
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reaction (39) and DFT computations (29) and the binding site was confirmed as Fe6 of
FeMo-cofactor, part of the FeS face that is approached by α-70Val.
The mutagenesis experiments on the MoFe protein have established that the
immediate protein environment of the FeMo-cofactor affects its catalytic ability (34, 35,
40-43). For the A.vinelandii MoFe protein, the cofactor is surrounded by predominantly
hydrophilic residues (Figure 1-4), with the exception of α- Val 70, α-Tyr229, α-Ile231, αIle355, α-Leu358 and α-Phe38.

Given that nitrogenase has a variety of mutually

inhibitory substrates, it is of interest to understand whether these substrates compete for
the same site of occupancy or if they compete for the available pool of electrons. Amino
acid substitution of residues involved in the first shell of non-covalent interactions with
FeMo-cofactor has provided very valuable insights. It has been postulated that α-His195
may be involved in proton-transfer reactions as the epsilon nitrogen atom of the
imidazole ring forms a NH-S bond to one of the three sulfide ions that bridge the FeMocofactor subclusters.

The altered MoFe protein with glutamine at this position has

appreciably reduced nitrogen reducing capacity although the cofactor structure is
unperturbed (44).

Detailed studies on this protein confirmed that all substrates of

nitrogenase occupy the same or closely overlapping binding sites and also that electron
capture by the substrate during turnover appears to play an important role in controlling
the direction of electron flow during nitrogenase catalysis. Also, the presence of N2
inhibits the rate proton reduction for the altered α-Glu195 MoFe protein but does not
affect the rate of MgATP hydrolysis (41).
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Figure 1-4. The first residues defining the immediate environment of the FeMo-cofactor of
A.vinelandii MoFe protein shown here in stick representation. For the cluster, the Fe atoms are
represented in rust, S atoms in yellow, Mo in teal and the central atom (identity unknown) is
shown in blue. For the amino acids, C atoms are shown here in grey, oxygen atoms in red and
nitrogen in blue.

The substitution of α-Gln191 with α-Lys191 results in an altered MoFe protein
which is unable to reduce nitrogen but can reduce acetylene and protons, at a reduced
capacity (34, 35).

The homocitrate moiety of the FeMo-cofactor is stabilized by

hydrogen bonds with α-Gln191 and α-Glu440 (via a water molecule) at the terminal
carboxylates. This moiety is important for catalysis and the interacting residues are
expected to be important in modulating the catalytic functioning of FeMo-cofactor. The
altered version of the MoFe protein with Lys in the same position is able to reduce
acetylene and protons but not nitrogen. Also, α-Lys191 altered protein is more sensitive
to carbon monoxide compared to the wild-type protein.
The location of the FeMo-cofactor within the polypeptide environment of the α-
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subunit requires that the substrates need to penetrate the protein surface and negotiate the
FeMo-cofactor’s immediate environment in order to bind and get reduced. Detailed
analyses of the available structures of MoFe protein do not offer insights into any obvious
channels for either substrate entry or product release.

However, density functional

studies predict three hypothetical proton transfer routes from the MoFe protein surface to
the FeMo-cofactor (25). Of the predicted routes, one is a water filled channel from the
protein surface to the homocitrate moiety while the other two routes are hydrogen bonded
chains to the bridging sulfides of the FeMo-cofactor. It has been suggested that the water
filled channel is used for proton delivery to the partially reduced state and for diffusion of
substrates and products between the bulk solvent and the interior where FeMo-cofactor is
nestled. Although there is no experimental evidence for the proposed routes of substrate
and product movement within the MoFe protein, these studies combined with
mutagenesis studies exploring the possible substrate binding and reduction site offer
valuable insights into the functioning of nitrogenase.
The Fe Protein
The Fe protein is essential to nitrogen fixation not only as the unique electron
donor to the MoFe protein, but also as an essential protein for MoFe protein maturation
and synthesis (45, 46). The Fe protein is the only known reductant that supports substrate
reduction by MoFe protein and the process absolutely requires MgATP hydrolysis. The
electron transfer function of Fe protein is independent of its role in FeMo-cofactor
biosynthesis.

This mutual exclusivity of function has been established by

characterization of several variants of Fe protein with altered capacity for nucleotide
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binding and hydrolysis which are ineffective in nitrogen catalysis but are able to function
effectively in FeMo-cofactor biosynthesis (47-51).
The protein fold observed for the Fe protein is typical of what is observed in the
most nucleotide binding proteins. The Fe protein is a homodimer of ~60kDa with each
subunit having a mixed α-helix/ β-sheet polypeptide fold. Each subunit has eight βsheets at the core of the protein, flanked by nine α-helices (Figure1-5) (52, 53). There is
one solvent exposed [4Fe-4S] cluster that sits on the 2-fold symmetric axis of the protein
and it is covalently connected to the protein by two cysteine residues from each subunit
(Figure1-5) (15). The twisted β-sheet core of each subunit has the strand order 3-4-2-51-6-7-8, with seven parallel sheets and single short antiparallel β-strand (β3) located at
one edge of the β-sheet. As mentioned earlier, structurally the Fe protein resembles
nucleotide binding proteins that are involved in several important cellular processes;
including hormone stimulated metabolic activities (G-proteins) (54, 55), protein synthesis
(EF-Tu) (56, 57), muscle contraction (myosin) (58, 59), light-driven response in vision
(transducin) (60). These classes of proteins are characterized by a predominately β-sheet
structure and conserved nucleotide binding motifs situated at topology switch points at
the termini of several β-strands of the β-sheet core. In the heterotrimetic G-proteins, the
role of nucleotide binding and hydrolysis is well characterized. Interaction of the
hormone with its receptor, results in the hormone receptor’s interaction with the Gprotein (54, 55). This interaction imposes conformational change in the Gα of the Gprotein that results in nucleotide displacement (MgGTP for MgGDP) and dissociation of
Gα in the “on” state to act as positive effector in a specific metabolic pathway. The
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nucleotide binding (MgGTP for MgGDP) is communicated between nucleotide binding
regions and the sites of protein-protein interaction by nucleotide dependent switch
regions. These communications are necessary for the functioning of the macromolecule.
The “off” state of the G protein is realized by slow hydrolysis of MgGTP brought on by
association of other proteins that enhance the G protein’s specific GTPase activity.

Figure 1-5. The A.vinelandii Fe protein is shown here in cartoon representation. The [4Fe-4S]
cluster is represented in sticks with Fe atoms in rust and S atoms in yellow.

The Fe protein is an ideal model to study nucleotide dependent signal transduction
in the proteins that couple nucleotide binding and hydrolysis to conformational changes
that are transduced with the protein macromolecule. Unlike the other members, the Fe
protein is structurally a homodimer; the subunits are covalently attached by a single [4Fe4S] cluster. The covalently bound [4Fe-4S] cluster of the Fe protein serves as a physical
probe to monitor the changes in the cluster’s immediate environment which maybe a
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result of the nucleotide dependent conformational change of the protein. Functionally, the
Fe protein uses MgATP to drive nucleotide dependent conformational changes. These
conformational changes promote complex association with MoFe protein and within the
complex result in sequential electron transfer to the FeMo-cofactor on the MoFe protein.
The complex formation induces MgATP hydrolysis on Fe protein and its transition to the
MgADP bound “off” state. The nucleotide hydrolysis is communicated to the sites of
interaction with the MoFe protein and the [4Fe4S] cluster by nucleotide dependent switch
regions, analogous to the switch regions seen in proteins of the afore-mentioned class.
These switch regions allow for nucleotide dependent regulation of both complex
formation and redox properties of the cluster.
The two nucleotide binding pockets in the Fe protein and in other related
nucleotide-binding proteins are characterized by three core elements (53, 61, 62) : (a) The
β-sheet core flanked by α-helices, (b) the phosphate-binding P loop, and (c) the two
switch regions that interact with the γ-phosphate of the nucleotide and the Mg2+ ion. The
P loop region is characterized by the classic GXXXXGKS/T sequence or Walker A motif
(63) found between residues 9 to 16 of the A.vinelandii Fe protein which adopts a βstrand-loop-α-helix structures to have the classic phosphate binding motif involved in
stabilizing the α and β phosphates of the nucleotide. The Walker B motif is a conserved
stretch of residues involved in stabilizing the Mg2+ ion and the γ-phosphate of the
nucleotide and is observed between the residues 125-128 of the A.vinelandii Fe protein.
The walker motifs of the Fe protein are superimposable on the same observed region in
Ras proteins; however, the dimeric state of Fe protein supports a hypothetical cross-
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subunit interaction that might be important for coupling of electron transfer and
nucleotide hydrolysis and also for nucleotide exchange. In contrast to G proteins and
Ras, which have a basal level of nucleotide hydrolysis that gets accelerated when in
association with another protein, e.g., GAP (GTPase activating proteins) for Ras, RGS
(Regulators of G-protein signaling) for G-proteins, the Fe protein alone has no intrinsic
hydrolysis; and nucleotide hydrolysis requires the prescence of MoFe protein.
The structure of the MgADP bound Fe protein was determined to 2.15 Å
resolution and the detailed analysis of the structure has provided several insights into how
the nucleotide binding is linked to conformational change in the protein that modulates
[4Fe-4S] cluster properties and controls the association of Fe protein with MoFe protein
(64). The structure shows two nucleotide binding sites in Fe protein, one per subunit.
Each MgADP is oriented parallel to the 2-fold symmetry axis of the protein, close to the
dimer interface, directed towards the [4Fe-4S] cluster (Figure1-6A). Channels leading
into the nucleotide binding pocket end in regions of significant negative charge.

The

bulk of these negative charges are provided by three aspartate residues (Asp39, Asp43
and Asp125), which are involved in the coordination of the Mg2+ ions, either directly or
indirectly through water molecules. The adenine base of the nucleotide is bound by side
chains of Asn185, Gln218 and Gln236 of Fe protein, while N1 of the adenine ring
approaches with in hydrogen bonding distance from the amide nitrogen and carbonyl
oxygen of the peptide of Asp214.

The ribose moiety is stabilized in position by

hydrogen bonding to the side chain oxygen of Glu221 while the phosphates of the
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nucleotide are stabilized mainly by interactions with residues of the P-loop in the region
of residues 10 through 17 (Figure1-6B).

Figure 1-6. The A.vinelandii Fe protein bound with MgADP is shown here in cartoon
representation. The [4Fe-4S] cluster is represented in sticks with Fe atoms in rust and S atoms in
yellow. The regions of switch I (lightblue), switch II (splitpea-green) and P-loop (light-orange)
are highlighted. The ADP molecule is shown in stick representation colored cyan and the Mg2+
ion is shown as a sphere colored orange.

Comparison of the nucleotide-free Fe protein structure with the MgADP bound Fe
protein structure shows conformational differences in two notable regions of the protein
(65). By analogy to homologous region in Ras protein, one region termed the switch II
regions links Asp125, which interacts with Mg2+, to Cys132 ligand of the [4Fe-4S]
(Figure1-5B). The switch II region communicates nucleotide binding and hydrolysis to
the cluster face, thus modulating the protein environment and physical properties of the
cluster. Also, Cys132 cluster ligands experience conformational change while the Cys97
ligands remain largely unchanged. Changes in conformation are communicated to the
cluster via hydrogen bond between main chain amide of Gly14 to the side chain of
Asp129. The other region of importance that experiences conformational change is
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called the switch I region that links Asp39, which interacts with Mg2+ ion, with amino
acids 59-69 at the MoFe protein docking interface (Figure1-5B). Switch I communicates
nucleotide binding and hydrolysis to the surface that is involved in interactions with the
MoFe protein controlling protein-protein interaction.
The symmetric covalent coordination by identical subunits observed in the [4Fe4S] cluster of the Fe protein is rare in biology, but is observed in structures of carbon
monoxide

dehydrogenases

Rhodospirillum ruburum (66).

from

Carboxydothermus

hydrogenoformans

and

The location of the cluster at the dimer interface

facilitates conformational flexibility that allows it to approach the P-clusters of the MoFe
protein to a distance of ~10 Å and no doubt contributes to the range of midpoint
potentials observed in the various nucleotide bound states of the Fe protein and during Fe
protein-MoFe protein complex formation. In addition, the location of the [4Fe-4S] cluster
of the Fe protein results in a greater degree of solvent accessibility than observed in other
[4Fe-4S] cluster containing proteins. Most [4Fe-4S] clusters in proteins are completely
buried, but in the Fe protein the cluster is accessible within a surface area on the order of
~14 Å2, potentially contributing to its oxygen sensitivity. Detailed biochemical and
biophysical analysis of the properties of the [4Fe-4S] cluster indicate that the binding of
nucleotides results in changes in the cluster environment and accompanying changes in
the midpoint potential of the cluster (67-74). In addition, an Fe protein variant with
Phe135 substituted by Trp was structurally characterized to understand the effect of this
residue on the midpoint potential of the cluster. This variant Fe protein, showed a more
positive midpoint potential and revealed that the amide groups of the Trp indoles were
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within hydrogen-bond distance of two cluster S atoms (75). Given these results, this
residue is implicated to be important in modulating the midpoint potential of the cluster.
Nitrogenase Complexes
The nitrogenase complex was first stabilized in the presence of MgADP and
tetrafluoroaluminate and crystallized for structural studies (16, 76) (Figure 1-7).
Biochemical studies of this terafluoroaluminate-stabilized complex (77, 78) have shown
that it corresponds to the hydrolytic transition state by analogy to the equivalent complex
of myosin (79). More recently, Fe protein - MoFe protein complexes without and with
bound nucleotides have been determined to gain insights into nucleotide-dependent
protein conformational states of the Fe protein (11). These structures are essential in
understanding ATP hydrolysis and intercomponent electron transfer, since both events
occur only within the Fe protein-MoFe protein complex. During association of the
nitrogenase components, ATP hydrolysis on the Fe protein is activated and is coupled to
the transfer of a single electron from the [4Fe-4S] cluster of the Fe protein to the P-cluster
of the MoFe protein and ultimately to the FeMo-cofactor, where substrates are bound and
reduced. Following ATP hydrolysis and electron transfer, the Fe protein dissociates from
the MoFe protein in the rate-limiting step in the overall reaction slow state.
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Figure 1-7. The A.vinelandii Fe protein-MoFe protein nitrogenase complex stabilized in the
presence of MgADP and tetrafluoaluminate is shown in cartoon representation. The α-subunits of
MoFe protein are shown here in blue while the β-subunits are shown in purple-blue. The two Fe
protein molecules are shown in ruby. All metal clusters of the complex are shown in stick
representation with the Fe atoms are represented in rust, while S atoms are in yellow, Mo in teal.
The ADP molecule is shown as sticks colored green, Mg2+ colored grey and AlF shown in
magenta.

Analysis of the structures of the nitrogenase complexes has provided a wealth of
information relevant to understanding: (a) the nature of interactions between the Fe
protein and the MoFe protein, (b) the conformational changes that occur in each protein
in the complex, (c) the possible electron-transfer paths between the proteins, and (d) the
ATP interactions. There are complementary regions of positive and negative charge in
the Fe protein and MoFe protein docking interface. The interaction between the two
proteins is extensive, covering ~3500 Å on each protein’s surface. The characterization
of the structure of the complex has also allowed for identification of important
electrostatic interactions between the two proteins at the docing surface and in
theidentification of important hydrogen bonds that stabilize the complex.
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Leu 127 Deletion Variant of Fe Protein (L127Δ Fe protein)
Structural studies of the Fe protein, the MoFe protein and the Fe protein-MoFe
protein complex have clearly shown that the Fe protein is capable of undergoing
conformational changes manifested mainly as the rigid body reorientation of the two
subunits. Based on these studies, models for the conformational changes and the
interaction that occur within the nitrogenase complex have been proposed. The crystal
structure of a key state in defining the Fe protein nucleotide-dependent conformational
change, the MgATP bound state, has not yet been elucidated. However, recently the xray crystal structure of a variant Fe protein with a single deletion in the switch region that
connects the nucleotide binding site to the [4Fe-4S] cluster had been characterized (80,
81). The crystal structure of the L127Δ Fe protein shows a structure strikingly different
from the previously determined structures, characterized by a large rigid-body
reorientation of the two subunits (Figure 1-8A).

However, spectroscopic and

biochemical studies on this variant protein have revealed similarities in the spectroscopic
properties of the nucleotide-free form of the L127Δ Fe protein and the MgATP-bound
state of Fe protein (82).
The L127Δ Fe protein is not capable of nitrogen reduction, but it can form a
stable complex with the MoFe protein in the absence of nucleotides (Figure 1-8B) that
resembles the native Fe protein–MoFe protein complex stabilized by MgADPtetrafluoroaluminate (83, 84). Although the characterization of the [4Fe-4S] cluster of
this variant provides support that the L127Δ Fe protein somehow mimics several aspects
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of the MgATP-bound native Fe protein (82), the relationship between the variant and the
MgATP-bound state from the perspective of protein structure has not yet been examined.

Figure 1-8. (A) The A.vinelandii L127ΔFe protein is shown here in cartoon representation colored
green. The cluster exists in two rhombs instead of a single cubane (80), shown here in spheres
with the bonds shown in sticks, with Fe atoms colored red and sulfur atoms colored yellow. The
crystal structure showed the presence of two glycerol molecules in the cluster area, shown here
sticks representation with C atoms colored grey, and oxygen atoms red. (B) One half of L127ΔFe
protein-MoFe protein nitrogenase complex stabilized in the absence of any nucleotides shown in
cartoon representation. The α-subunit of MoFe protein is shown here in blue while the β subunit
is shown in purpleblue. The L127ΔFe protein molecules are shown in green.

Biosynthesis of Chlorophyll/ Bacteriochlorophyll in Anoxygenic Bacteria
The Chl/Bch pigments are synthesized from glutamate via a complex set of
reactions involving at least fifteen enzymatic steps. The biosynthetic pathway starts from
glutamate which is converted to 5-aminolevulinic acid, the latter forming the precursor to
all macrocyclic tetrapyrroles, like the Mg-containing Chls/ Bchs, cobalt containing
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vitamin B12, Ni-containing coenzyme F430, Fe-containing siroheme and hemes and the
linear tetrapyrroles like the bilins (4, 5). Protoporphyrin IX, which forms the central
metabolite for all Chl/ Bch and heme synthesis, is derived from the condensation of eight
5-aminolevulinic acid molecules (2).

The enzymatic introduction of the particular

cofactor, either Mg2+ ion into Chl/ Bch or Fe2+ ion into heme, represents the branch point
in the biosynthesis of the tetrapyrroles; the reactions that convert protoporphyrin IX to
Chl/ Bch form the Mg-branch of the tetrapyrrole biosynthesis unique to photosynthetic
organisms. This specific pathway consists of six steps: insertion of a magnesium ion into
the porphyrin ring, methylation of the C-15-propionyl group, formation of an isocyclic
ring, reduction of ring D, reduction of the 8-vinyl group and esterification of the C-17
propionyl group with phytol (4).
The reaction step involving reduction of the D ring is the rate limiting step among
the core pathway of Chl/Bch biosynthesis and takes place at the stage of
protochlorophyllide (PChlide) being converted to chlorophyllide (Chlide) by the stereospecific trans-reduction of the C-17,C-18 bond (2, 85). Chlide is the precursor to all
kinds of Chl/Bch generation; modifications to Chlide to form (bacterio) chlorins allow
absorption by the molecule within the range ~350 to ~1050 (8). Pchlide exists in a
heterogenous mixture of 3,8-divinyl or 3-vinyl-8-ethyl moieties in organisms and their
distribution depends on the environmental conditions and the developmental state (86).
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Mechanisms of PChlide Reduction
The rate limiting step of PChlide reduction to Chlide is carried out by two
different enzymes, one of which is light-dependent and is called Light-dependent PChlide
Reductase (LPOR) and the other is Light-independent PChlide oxidoreductase (DPOR)
(Figure1-9) (2, 85, 87).

Universally, all oxygenic phototrophs, like angiosperms to

oxygenic photosynthetic bacteria, are assumed to use this mechanism to generate Chlide.
However, both mechanisms are seen to co-exist in several phototrophs and many of the
organisms seem to require both LPOR and DPOR for the accumulation of normal levels
of Chl components. Some organisms like angiosperms have only functional LPOR while
organisms like ancient anoxygenic photosynthetic bacteria generate their Bch
components using only DPOR (88). LPOR (EC 1.3.1.33) has been extensively studied
and is a nuclear encoded and plastid-localized NADPH and light-dependent short chain
dehydrogenase encoded by the por gene. This enzyme catalyzes a light induced electron
transfer and the formation of an ion radical of Pchlide (85, 89, 90). Two different por
genes encoding for differentially regulated enzymes, LPORA and LPORB, have been
identified in angiosperms as well as in several species of gymnosperms while in
cyanobacteria and certain green algae, only one por gene has yet been identified. Unlike
LPOR, DPOR is not very well characterized and some of the major advancements in the
identification of the genes essential for DPOR mechanism were made possible by
exhaustive genetic analysis of the prokaryotic pigment biosynthesis in purple nonsulfur
bacteria, Rhodobactor capulatus and Rhodobactor sphaeroides to characterize mutants
that are deficient in some aspect of photosynthesis (88).
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Figure 1-9. The later stages of the core pathway of Chl/Bch biosynthesis, the double being
reduced at the LPOR/ DPOR stage and by COR have been highlighted. The R1 side chain
represents a vinyl or ethyl group while the R2 side chain represents a vinyl, hydroethyl or ethyl
group. Adapted from ref. (2).
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Both these organism have versatile metabolism and accumulate the pigment Bcha
which they use to photosynthesize under anoxygenic conditions. The existence of only
one enzyme in these facultative phototrophs identified them as model organism for the
study of DPOR. A 46 kilobase chromosomal region in R.capsulatus has at least 43 genes
that are now known to be sufficient for the generation of proteins that convert
protoporphyrin IX to Bcha (91). By 1990, using several techniques to obtain pigment
deficient strains, it was confirmed three distinct genetic loci were required for DPOR
reduction of PChlide in R. capsulatus and R. sphaeroides that are now named as bchB,
bchN and bchL (91-95). Initial nucleotide analysis led to the identification of one ORF
that encoded for a predicted protein homologous to a portion of the Fe protein (NifH) of
nitrogenase (96). Subsequently, identification of a sequencing error in this region
combined with the characterization of gene-tagged mutants led to the functional
assignment of this ORF as the bchL gene (94, 95). The completion of the nucleotide
sequence of the R. capsulatus photosynthesis gene cluster

combined with the

characterization of additional mutants using molecular characterization led to the further
identification of bchB and bchN (91, 92). Despite extensive investigation, no additional
genes other than bchL, bchN and bchB have been found that are required for DPOR
functioning, however, other prokaryotic and eukaryotic homologs of these genes have,
since then, been identified in other organisms. In R. capsulatus and other anoxygenic
photosynthetic bacteria, the Chlide is further reduced at the B ring by chlorine reductase
(COR) to from the first bacteriochlorin that forms the precursor in Bcha pathway
(Figure1-8). In oxygen-evolving photosynthetic organisms, the genes chlL, chlB and
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chlN are known to express proteins components that constitute the complete multisubunit DPOR.
Characterization of the DPOR Components
The DPOR component proteins, BchL/ChlL, BchN/ChlN and BchB/ChlB share
considerable primary sequence identity with the Fe protein and the MoFe protein of
nitrogenase encoded by the nifH, nifD, and nifK genes (Figure1-10) (85, 97).
Nitrogenase, as mentioned in the earlier section, catalyzes the reduction of molecular
nitrogen to ammonia in a reaction requiring the hydrolysis of at least 16 equivalents of
MgATP. During nitrogenase catalysis, the Fe protein (NifH) and the MoFe protein
(NifDK) associate and dissociate in a manner that couples the binding and the hydrolysis
of MgATP to sequential intercomponent electron transfer events leading to substrate
reduction at the FeMo-cofactor substrate reduction sites located within the MoFe protein
(16, 98). The Fe protein, as mentioned earlier, is a homodimer that binds MgATP and
transfers electrons to MoFe concomitant with MgATP hydrolysis.

The Fe protein

contains one [4Fe-4S] cluster coordinated by four Cys residues, two from each subunit
(52). The MoFe protein is a α2β2 heterotetramer composed of NifD (α) and NifK (β) that
contains two sets of metal clusters, the [8Fe-7S] P-cluster and the [Mo-7Fe-9S-Xhomocitrate] FeMo cofactor, the latter being the site for N2 reduction to NH3 (99-101).
Structural similarity between Fe protein and BchL is expected due to the high
level of primary sequence similarity between the two proteins; BchL and Fe protein
subunits share up to 33% sequence identity and 50% sequence similarity (102, 103).
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Figure 1-10. Comparison between the predicted molecular architecture of DOPR (right) with the
known molecular architecture of nitrogenase (left). The model is based on sequence similarity.
Adapted from ref. (87).

Sequence conservation between the two proteins is observed around the ATP-binding
motif and the residues involved in coordinating the [4Fe-4S] cluster (102, 103). Based on
these results, it was predicted that BchL/ChlL would be involved in ATP-catalyzed
electron transfer function, transferring electrons to a catalytic component protein. EPR
studies have indicated the presence of one [4Fe-4S] cluster per dimer of the BchL
protein, similar to the cluster found in the Fe protein (104). The amino acid sequence of
the N proteins (BchN/ChlN) and the B proteins (BchB/ChlB) share sequence similarity to
NifD and NifK, respectively (97, 105). However, only four of the six Cys residues
involved in forming the P-cluster in the MoFe protein are conserved in the N and B
proteins, three in the N protein and one in the B protein (106). None of the residues
involved in coordinating the FeMo cofactor in the MoFe protein are conserved in the
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BchNB, indicating that the active site of BchNB is highly divergent from the catalytic
site of nitrogenase (85, 97). Recent spectroscopic studies suggest that the DPOR NBprotein might have two [4Fe-4S] clusters and the EPR spectra of the reduced BchNB is
similar to the ferredoxin I from Rhodobacter sphaeroides, which contains two [4Fe-4S]
clusters (107, 108). The cluster composition and the arrangement of the conserved Cys
residues of the BchNB are similar to the NifEN complex, a scaffold protein required for
the biosynthesis of the FeMo cofactor of nitrogenase (109).
In vitro activation of DPOR by reconstituting the individual components was
undertaken (87) and have made biochemical studies on the DPOR possible. Similar to
genetic analyses, the in vitro assays were developed using R. capsulatus as a model
organism, given that heterologous expression of DPOR components in E.coli have not
been very successful and the expressed proteins did not result in active DPOR. In vitro
assays using DPOR components expressed and purified in R. capsulatus expression
system, it has been shown that BchL protein transfers electrons to the BchNB protein
with the requirement of MgATP hydrolysis and a source of electrons, such as dithionite
(87).

Also, from sequence comparison of Fe protein and BchL, and subsequent

mutagenesis of conserved residues in the phosphate-binding loop (P loop) and switch
regions of BchL using Chlorobium tepidum as the model organism, some of the key
residues essential for catalysis have been identified and a homology model of BchL based
on its sequence similarity to Fe protein has been proposed (110).
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Research Directions
Despite extensive studies to gain an understanding of the nitrogenase functions,
there is still ambiguity regarding the substrate binding site and the mode of nitrogen
binding to the catalytic site. Several advancements have been made in investigating these
two questions by spectroscopic methods and mutational analysis to identify the specific
residues controlling substrate access. These studies provided insights into both the
binding site and also possible channels of substrate/product into the MoFe protein. The
most challenging aspect is however to trap catalytic intermediates under turnover
conditions of the MoFe protein due to the short-lived nature of these intermediates.
Recent studies using different variants of MoFe protein have allowed for identifying
some of the intermediates that get trapped due to some variation in MoFe catalytic
activity. The availability of stable site-directed mutants of the MoFe protein that can
only reduce protons provides new avenues that can be explored with x-ray
crystallography and with high sensitivity spectroscopic techniques. Among several
mutants of MoFe protein, the mutants of the α-70Val residue have been specifically
useful for studies targeted at identifying the substrate access site. Biochemical data
indicates that the side chain of the residue at this position most definitely controls the size
of the substrate that can bind to FeMo-cofactor. A complete characterization of the α70Val to α-70Ile was carried out and the results provide strong evidence of how the
postioning of the side chain with respect to the Fe atoms of the FeMo-cofactor modulates
substrate. The details of the study are presented in chapter 3 of the thesis. The other
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fundamental question with regard to nitrogenase function is the involvement of
nucleotide in electron transfer and component interaction.
It is known that 16 MgATP molecules are required for the reduction of one
molecule of nitrogen, and nitrogenase is active only in the presences of MgATP.
However, it is not clear exactly how the nucleotide binding and hydrolysis effects
electron transfer with the complex. Several studies investigating the physical properties
of the cluster in the presence and absence of nucleotides have indicated that the protein
environment changes are modulated by nucleotides and its hydrolysis.

Structural

characterization of L127ΔFe protein, a variant of Fe protein with Leu127 deletion in the
switch II region, and its MgATP bound form offered new insights into nucleotide
binding. The structural elucidation of the L127ΔFe-MoFe protein complex showed that
L127ΔFe protein is capable of transferring electrons in an ATP independent manner. This
suggests that the open conformation of the variant may be a conformation adopted by the
MgATP bound wild-type Fe protein. Although the characterization of the [4Fe-4S]
cluster of this variant provides support that the L127ΔFe protein somehow mimics
several aspects of the MgATP-bound native Fe protein, the relationship from a structural
perspective between the variant and the MgATP-bound state had yet to be examined. We
under took the solution phase small angle x-ray scattering (SAXS) studies of the
MgATP-bound wild-type Fe protein to characterize the first low resolution structure (~25
Å). These studies presented in chapter 2 offer insights into the overall shape of the
MgATP-bound wild-type Fe protein and offers comparison with the structre of the
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L127ΔFe protein. Our studies also offer valuable insights in to the nucleotide
involvement for electron transfer in nitrogenase.
Biological nitrogen fixation and the Chl/Bch biosynthesis using the light
independent pathway are similar from a structural and mechanistic point of view. This
makes the elucidation of enzymes involved in the light independent pathway of interest to
the field, in order to understand high energy bond reduction utilizing nucleotide
dependent electron transfer.

The molecular architecture of DPOR system offers a

homologous model to study nucleotide dependent electron transfer in a multi-component
protein that is involved in the reduction of an unreactive, high energy tetrapyrrole ring.
Studies have shown the existence of the [4Fe-4S] cluster in the unique electron donor of
the DPOR system termed BchL and this allows for a physical probe that can be used to
study electronic features of the cluster as a function of nucleotide binding and hydrolysis
and allows for comparison to the nitrogenase Fe protein.

Some initial studies on

investigating chelation behavior of the cluster in the presence and absence of nucleotides
have shown that the BchL cluster behaves differently from the Fe protein cluster. This
offers a unique cluster system for further investigation of its behavior in a dissimilar
protein environment. In addition changes in the cluster behaviors indicate that nucleotide
dependent conformational changes in BchL and the Fe protein are perhaps different. Our
work with BchL has resulted in the characterization of both the nucleotide-free and
MgADP-bound BchL structures and the details of the studies are presented in chapters 5
and 4 respectively. Structural characterization of BchL carried out using x-ray diffraction
methods have helped to elucidate the mechanism of DPOR catalysis and highlight the
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salient features of BchL that are responsible for nucleotide dependent electron transfer
during the biosynthesis of Chl/Bch pigments. These studies have also shed important
information on the key residues involved in nucleotide-induced conformational changes.
Further work is being carried out to characterize the biophysical properties of the [4Fe4S] cluster of BchL in both nucleotide-free and different nucleotide-dependent
confromations.
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CHAPTER 2
PROBING THE MgATP-BOUND CONFORMATION OF THE NITROGENASE FE
PROTEIN BY SOLUTION SMALL ANGLE X-RAY SCATTERING
Introduction
Biological nitrogen fixation is a critical step in the global nitrogen cycle that is
carried out exclusively by prokaryotes. The reduction of N2 to two NH3 molecules is
catalyzed by the enzyme nitrogenase that exists in Mo, V, and Fe-only forms. Mo
nitrogenase is the most extensively studied form and consists of two oxygen sensitive
protein components termed the Fe protein and the MoFe protein (99). The Fe protein is a
homodimer (~64 kDa) with a single [4Fe-4S] cluster bridging the two subunits and with
each subunit possessing a single site for MgATP binding and hydrolysis. The MoFe
protein, an α2β2 heterotetramer (~230 kDa), has two types of complex iron-sulfur clusters
termed the P-clusters [8Fe-7S] and the FeMo-cofactors [Mo-7Fe-9S-homocitrate], the
latter serving as the sites for N2 binding and reduction (100, 101, 111).
During catalysis, the Fe protein and the MoFe protein associate with the transfer
of a single electron from the Fe protein to the MoFe protein coupled to the hydrolysis of
two MgATP molecules, one of each subunit of the Fe protein. Since eight electrons must
be transferred to the MoFe protein for the reduction of one N2 molecule to two NH3
molecules and the reduction of two protons yielding H2, multiple cycles of component
protein interaction are required for the complete nitrogenase catalytic cycle.
This section has been coauthored by Ranjana Sarma, David W. Mulder, Eric Brecht,
Robert K. Szilagyi, Lance C. Seefeldt, Hiro Tsuruta and John W. Peters (2007)
Biochemistry, 46 (49), 14058–14066
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One of the more intriguing aspects of the nitrogenase mechanism is the involvement of
MgATP. The coupling of MgATP hydrolysis to multiple-electron reduction reactions is
unusual in biology. More common is the coupling of nucleoside triphosphate hydrolysis
to a cellular process such as metabolic regulation (55, 60, 62), protein synthesis (56, 57),
DNA repair (112, 113) or muscle contraction (58, 59, 114). Details of the role of
MgATP binding and hydrolysis in nitrogenase catalysis remain unknown, although it is
assumed to function to gate the unidirectional flow of electrons from the Fe protein
towards the substrate (99). The ability to accumulate multiple electrons on the MoFe
protein is necessary to complete the catalytic cycle since N2 does not bind at the FeMocofactor until the enzyme is reduced by several electrons (100, 115-117).
The binding of nucleotides to the Fe protein is known to induce protein
conformational changes as evidenced by changes in the spectroscopic properties of the
[4Fe-4S] cluster (68, 71, 73, 118-124).

While these spectroscopic methods reflect

changes in the electronic properties of the [4Fe-4S] cluster, they do not directly access
changes to the overall structure of the Fe protein. To gain insights into nucleotidedependent protein conformational states of the Fe protein, a number of x-ray crystal
structures of Fe protein and Fe protein – MoFe protein complexes without and with
bound nucleotides have been determined (11, 16, 52, 53, 64, 80, 125, 126). These
structures provide insights into the interactions of nucleotides with Fe protein, the role of
the signal transduction pathways and switch regions, and intermolecular electron transfer
between Fe and MoFe proteins. These studies have clearly shown that the Fe protein is
capable of undergoing conformational changes manifested mainly as the rigid body
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reorientation of the two subunits, and based on these studies models for the
conformational changes and the interaction that occur within the nitrogenase complex
have been proposed.

The crystal structure of a key state in defining Fe protein

nucleotide-dependent conformational change, the MgATP bound state, has not been
elucidated.
Although the structure of a true MgATP bound state of the Fe protein has not
been determined, we have recently characterized the x-ray crystal structure of a variant of
the Fe protein with a single deletion in the switch region that connects the nucleotide
binding site to the [4Fe-4S] cluster (80, 125). The crystal structure of the L127Δ Fe
protein shows a structure strikingly different from the previously determined structures,
characterized by a large rigid-body reorientation of the two subunits. Spectroscopic and
biochemical studies on this variant protein have revealed similarities in the spectroscopic
properties of the nucleotide-free form of the L127Δ Fe protein and the MgATP-bound
state of Fe protein(127). The L127Δ Fe protein is not capable of nitrogen reduction, but
it can form a stable complex with the MoFe protein in the absence of nucleotides that
resembles the native Fe protein–MoFe protein complex stabilized by MgADPtetrafluoroaluminate (84, 128). Although the characterization of the [4Fe-4S] cluster of
this variant provides support that the L127Δ Fe protein somehow mimics several aspects
of the MgATP-bound native Fe protein (127), the relationship between the variant and
the MgATP-bound state from the perspective of protein structure has not yet been
examined.
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Recent structural work in which a number of nitrogenase complexes stabilized in
the presence of nucleotides and nucleotide analogs favor a different model in which Fe
protein conformational changes were much less pronounced (11). From the results of this
work, it was proposed that the cycle of complex association, coupled nucleotide
hydrolysis and electron transfer, and complex dissociation involved the binding of the
different states of the Fe protein to the MoFe protein at different sites. In the present
chapter, small angle solution x-ray scattering (SAXS) studies have been implemented to
analyze the structure of the Fe protein in nucleotide bound conformations to critically
evaluate our hypotheses with respect to nucleotide-dependent conformational states and
to determine the relationship between the structure of the authentic MgATP-bound form
and the previously crystallographically characterized conformations.
Materials and Methods
Protein Purification
Both the native Fe protein and the L127Δ Fe protein of nitrogenase from
Azotobacter vinelandii were purified as described previously (118). The proteins were
buffer exchanged into 20% glycerol buffer at pH 7.5 with 0.5 M NaCl by Sephacryl-200
gel filtration chromatography. The native Fe protein was concentrated to 33 mg/mL and
the L127Δ Fe protein was concentrated to 100 mg/mL using an Amicon™ concentration
apparatus under argon pressure and stored in liquid nitrogen.
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Sample Preparation
All samples for the SAXS experiments were prepared in a glove box (Vacuum
Atmospheres, Hawthome, MA) operating under a N2 atmosphere at less than 1 ppm of
oxygen. All buffers, which contained 20% glycerol and 5 mM dithionite, were degassed
under vacuum in sealed Wheaton™ vials in an atmosphere of 100% N2. In order to insure
the integrity of MgADP- and MgATP-bound samples, nucleotide stock solutions (100
mM) were prepared no more than 15 minutes prior to data collection. To ensure
nucleotide saturation, three different nucleotide concentrations were initially used,
specifically 1 mM ATP/ADP + 2 mM MgCl2, 5 mM ATP/ADP + 10 mM MgCl2, and 10
mM ATP/ADP + 20 mM MgCl2. There were no discernable differences observed at the
different concentrations and a final nucleotide concentration of 5 mM (a 20-25-fold molar
excess) was used throughout the experiment to insure saturation.
Data Collection
SAXS data were collected at Beam Line 4-2 (129) at the Stanford Synchrotron
Radiation Laboratory (SSRL) on five different occasions. On the first two occasions,
conventional flat-window cells with thin mica windows were used. For data collections
in which all of the data presented herein were recorded, a continuous flow cell
incorporating a thin wall x-ray capillary was used. The flow cell was attached to a
computer controlled syringe dispenser (Hamilton 500 series, 250 μL syringe) via oxygen
impermeable tubing, and the samples were injected into the flow cell system from sealed
vials under mildly positive N2 pressure to maintain anaerobic conditions. The sample
volume for each run was 80 μL and the dispenser was set in a continuous loop to allow
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the sample to flow 30 μL in the forward and reverse direction (4 μL/sec) relative to the xray beam position. The continuous flow of the sample evenly distributed 20 x-ray
exposures, each lasting 10 seconds, over the majority of the sample aliquot. This data
collection strategy proved to be highly effective and the effects of x-ray radiation damage
and protein aggregation, which initially had been observed, were eliminated. In order to
maintain anaerobic conditions throughout the experiments, the flow cell was flushed with
anoxic buffer between each run. The capillary cell was maintained at 20 °C throughout
the measurements. The detector pixels were calibrated to the momentum transfer Q,
which equals 4πsin(θ)/λ (θ is one half of the scattering angle and λ is the wavelength)
using the (100) and related higher order reflections from a cholesterol myristate or silver
behanate powder sample. Fe protein data were collected at an incident beam energy of
8700 eV, 8950 eV or 11 keV using a MARCCD165 detector (MarUSA, Evanston, IL) at
a distance of 1 meter from the sample cell.
Calibration
Lysozyme was used as a calibration standard for experimental setup and
measured intensities as described previously (130). Reagent grade lysozyme (Fischer
Scientific) was used to make up solutions (10 mM ammonium acetate, pH 5.0, 150 mM
NaCl) at 4 different concentrations of 2.5 mg/mL, 5 mg/mL, 10 mg/mL, and 20 mg/mL.
Each of the samples was run in triplicate at 8950 eV. The experimental scattering curves
were compared to the theoretical scattering curve generated using the crystal structure
193L.pdb (131) in CRYSOL (132).
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Potential for artifacts arising from Fe fluorescence or anomalous scattering effects
from the [4Fe-4S] cluster in the Fe protein was probed by measuring scattering curves of
buffer solutions containing different concentrations of Fe standards. Scattering curves
were collected for ferrous ammonium sulfate at 0.1 mM, 0.3 mM, and 0.7 mM in buffer
solution at three different energies, 7050 eV, 7150 eV (near the Fe edge) and 8950 eV
(remote relative to the Fe edge). A Vortex silicon drift detector (SII NanoTechnology
USA, Northridge, CA) was also used to evaluate potential contribution of Fe fluorescence
in the scattering data.
Data Analysis
The two dimensional images from the detector were azimuthally integrated,
scaled for beam intensifies, frame-averaged and background-subtracted with MarParse
(129) to obtain the scattering curves. Each experimental run was carried out at least in
duplicate to ensure reproducibility. In addition, scattering curves of each corresponding
buffer and nucleotide solution were subtracted from the individual protein scattering
curves to eliminate any scattering contributions of the buffer solution. The data statistics
of a preceding buffer solution measurement established the amount of systematic error in
the data collection system and propagated to the protein scattering data upon buffer curve
subtraction in addition to the standard deviation from the protein measurement. Radii of
gyration (Rg) values for native Fe protein samples (both nucleotide-free and nucleotidebound states) were obtained from the Guinier plots using the first 20 intensity points
beyond the beam stop in the Q range of 0.023 - 0.052 Å-1. In the case of the L127Δ Fe
protein samples, Rg values were estimated using Q range of 0.022 - 0.045 Å. Theoretical
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curves were generated with CRYSOL (132) from the crystal structure of the nucleotidefree native Fe protein (2NIP.pdb) (53), and the crystal structure of the nucleotide-free
L127Δ Fe protein (1RW4.pdb) (80). The electron pair distance distribution function,
P(r), was calculated using GNOM (133). In these calculations, scattering intensity points
in the Q range ~ 0.02 - 0.3 Å-1 were used. The maximum distance (Dmax) values of 70
and 80 Å were assumed for the native and L127Δ Fe protein calculations, respectively,
based on the dimensions obtained from the corresponding crystal structures. These Dmax
values were verified to be valid in solution by running GNOM with varying Dmax values.
The best results were obtained at Dmax 70 Å (native) and 80 Å (L127Δ) for the
nucleotide-free states and at Dmax 75 Å (native) and 80 Å (L127Δ) for the nucleotidebound states.
Ab initio shape reconstructions of the Fe protein in the nucleotide-free state and
the L127Δ Fe protein were calculated with DAMMIN (134). In this particular work, all
DAMMIN calculations were constrained to two-fold symmetry and were run ten times to
check for reproducibility of model construction. The ten separate, but similar, 3D
structure models obtained by DAMMIN for each condition were spatially aligned and
also analyzed for spatial discrepancy by SUPCOMB (135) which was run as a subprocess
of DAMAVER (136). In this analysis dissimilar models are rejected and a most probable
model representing the most populated volume among the ten models is given.
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Results and Discussion
Several structures of the nitrogenase Fe protein have been determined and their
characterization has revealed that the protein can exist in several different conformations
(11, 16, 52, 53, 64). The main differences among these conformations are manifested in
different orientations of the individual subunits with respect to one another. This
indicates that during catalysis the Fe protein undergoes conformational changes upon
nucleotide binding, complex association, and dissociation, which tune the spectroscopic
properties of the Fe protein’s [4Fe-4S] cluster, modulate the distance between
intermolecular redox partners (Fe protein [4Fe-4S] cluster and MoFe protein P cluster),
and promote MgATP hydrolysis.
The overall differences in the dimensions of the Fe protein in different
conformations from crystal structures, shown in figure 1, indicate that the Fe protein can
exist in molecular shapes that range from a more globular protein, as observed for the
nucleotide-free native Fe protein (72 Å x 51 Å x 50 Å), to a more open or elongated
shape, as observed for the L127Δ Fe protein (87 Å x 46 Å x 60 Å). The dramatic
conformational difference observed between the crystal structures of native and L127Δ
Fe protein was not anticipated. There are limited interactions between the subunits in the
structure of the L127Δ Fe protein, suggesting a potentially higher degree of flexibility of
the structure in comparison to the more globular compact conformations of the native
nucleotide-free Fe protein. The limited interactions between the subunits of the L127Δ
Fe protein coupled with the large differences observed between the native structure and
the variant structure make it necessary to investigate whether the structure observed
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predominates in solution or whether the crystalline lattice itself is stabilizing a local
energy minimum of an overall conformationally dynamic L127Δ Fe protein.
The structure of the L127Δ Fe protein was probed using SAXS to examine if the
structure observed by crystallography was present as a predominant structure in solution.
The scattering curves of globular compact proteins are noticeably different from the
curves of the proteins having elongated or ellipsoid shapes. The extent of the differences
between the conformation of the L127Δ Fe protein and the native Fe protein are large
enough to result in discernable differences between the respective scattering curves.
Theoretical scattering curves for the crystal structures and their Rg values for two
conformations of the Fe protein are shown in figure 2-1C. The structure of the more
elongated L127Δ Fe protein has a higher anticipated radius of gyration because the
elongated shape has a longer largest dimension. In addition to the larger Rg value, clear
differences exist in the overall shape of the theoretical curves, especially in the Q range
<0.15 Å-1. The scattering data in this Q range is more sensitive to subtle conformational
differences than Rg alone would indicate and can be exploited to distinguish the Fe
protein conformational states.
The first set of experimental runs, for both the native and L127Δ Fe proteins,
were carried out at three different protein concentrations, 5 mg/mL, 10 mg/mL, and 20
mg/mL. A decrease in the Rg values as a function of concentration for both the native (5
mg/ mL – 25.3 Å, 10 mg/mL – 22.7 Å, and 20 mg/mL – 21.3 Å) and the L127Δ Fe
protein (5 mg/mL – 28.3 Å and 20 mg/mL – 25.6 Å) were reproducibly observed
indicative of some repulsive interparticle interference. Subsequent measurements were
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conducted at a concentration of 5 mg/mL to limit interference since high quality data with
good signal could be obtained.

Figure 2-1: Surface renderings and maximum dimensions of the nitrogenase Fe protein in
different structural conformations including A) the native nucleotide free (2NIP.pdb) state in
blue, B) L127Δ nucleotide free in red (1RW4.pdb). The two views of the Fe protein showing are
separated by a ninety degree rotation about the horizontal axis. The bottom view displays the
models viewed from the top side of the top view. C) Theoretical scattering curves obtained from
CRYSOL for the crystal structures of Fe protein in the conformations shown in (A) and (B) with
the same coloring scheme. The nucleotide-free native state of the protein (2NIP.pdb) in blue and
the nucleotide-free L127Δ Fe protein in red (1RW4.pdb).

The experimental scattering curves of the solution structures of the nucleotidefree states of the native Fe protein and L127Δ Fe protein differences are shown in figure
2A. The curves are consistent with the salient features of the theoretical curves for the
two proteins based on the known structures of the proteins obtained by crystallography
(Figure 2-1C), including the key distinguishing differences observed in the Q range of 0.1
- 0.2 Å-1. Additionally, the Rg values obtained from the Guinier plots (Figure 2-2A inset)
for the native Fe protein (25.3 ± 0.1 Å) and the L127Δ Fe protein (28.3 ± 0.1 Å) are near
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the simulated values of 25.0 and 27.0 (Figure 2-1C). The Rg value for the L127Δ is
nearly ~1Å larger than the simulated curves but clearly the differences in comparing the
native and L127Δ Fe protein are consistent with the observation that the native Fe protein
exists in a more compact state and the L127 Fe protein is more elongated in structure.
The lack of precise fit to the simulated curve may, however, suggest that the crystalline
lattice in L127Δ Fe protein may be imposing some structural constraints on the
conformation.
In order to validate if the anticipated molecular shape of the native Fe protein and
the L127Δ Fe protein is consistent with the observed scattering curves, the scattering data
were analyzed by the indirect Fourier transform method using GNOM. This analysis
evaluates the electron pair distance distribution function of a protein molecule in solution
and also gives an estimate of the Rg values. The Rg values obtained by GNOM for the
native Fe protein and L127Δ Fe protein were 25.2 Å and 27.6 Å, respectively (Figure 22B). These values are similar to the values obtained using the Guinier plots (Figure 2-2A
insert). The larger Rg value for the L127Δ Fe protein in solution is consistent with a more
elongated structure as observed by crystallography. The scattering curves can be further
exploited to obtain molecular envelopes which can be compared directly to the existing
crystal structures. The most probable low resolution structural models of the native Fe
protein and the L127Δ Fe protein computed from the experimental scattering data using
DAMMIN are shown in figure 2-2C and D.
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Figure 2-2: A) Experimental scattering curves of nucleotide-free native Fe protein in blue and
nucleotide-free L127Δ Fe protein (5 mg/mL) represented in red and Guinier plots as inset (A),
where intensities are artificially offset to aid comparison. B) Electron pair distribution function
plots generated from the scattering curves in (A) with calculated Rg values for the nucleotide free
forms of the native Fe protein (blue) and the L127Δ Fe protein (red). Ab initio low resolution
structural reconstruction from the scattering curves obtained using DAMMIN and the cartoon
representation of the crystal structure of the native Fe protein (blue) (C), nucleotide-free L127Δ
Fe protein (red) (D) fitted manually into the DAMMIN envelope

The average normalized spatial discrepancy (NSD) values over all independent models
was 0.55 (±0.03) for the native Fe protein and 0.63 (±0.01) for the L127Δ Fe protein. One
model for the L127Δ Fe protein was excluded by DAMAVER due to a slightly higher
NSD value. The range of NSD values in all cases indicates satisfactory similarity among
nine or ten individually computed models from which the most probable models were
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computed by DAMAVER.

As indicated in figure 2-2, the shape reconstructions

generated from the experimental curves are consistent with the overall globular state of
the native Fe protein versus the more elongated shape for the L127Δ Fe protein observed
by x-ray crystallography (Figure 2-1).
Although the salient differences of the scattering profiles in comparing the native
Fe protein and L127Δ Fe protein can be rationalized in the context of the differences in
the simulated scattering curves, a close comparison of the simulated and experimental
scattering curves of both proteins (Figure 2-3), however, reveals significant differences at
the higher scattering angles (>0.15 Å-1). The differences in the experimental data are
reproducible and could be result of slight conformation variation or conformation
dynamics in solution in comparison to the crystal structure.

The potential for the

discrepancy to be associated with artifacts resulting from the experimental setup was
addressed using the protein lysozyme as a calibration standard. Under the setup used in
this study, the experimental scattering data for lysozyme match exactly the simulated data
computed from 193L.pdb using CRYSOL in the entire angular range, indicating that no
artifacts were introduced at the level of the data collection or processing as the exactly
the same procedures were employed as the Fe protein runs. In addition, using lysozyme
as a concentration standard for measured intensities as previously described (130)
resulted in accurate estimation of the MW of an Fe protein dimer in the range of 64kD
MW.
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Figure 2-3: A) Comparison of experimental scattering profile of 5 mg/mL Fe protein in blue and
theoretical scattering curves of nucleotide-free native Fe protein (2NIP.pdb - brown).
B)
Comparison of experimental scattering profile of 5 mg/mL L127Δ Fe protein in red and
theoretical scattering curves of nucleotide-free L127Δ Fe protein (1RW4.pdb - violet).

Since the Fe protein contains a [4Fe-4S] cluster, the potential for artifacts
occurring as a result of Fe fluorescence or anomalous scattering effects was also
addressed by examining the scattering curves of Fe standards at different incidence x-ray
beam energies. Scattering curves of ferrous ammonium sulfate solutions at 0.1 mM, 0.3
mM, 0.7 mM at three different incident energies (7050 eV, 7150 eV, and 8950 eV) near
and remote relative to the Fe absorption edge (7113 eV) were examined to address the
potential influence of the presence of Fe in the Fe protein on the experimental scattering
data.

These control experiments revealed a small contribution of Fe in the signal

intensities of scattering curves and a small dependence on incident energies. However,
the degree of the differences observed was orders of magnitude less than the intensity
differences observed at the higher angles in our data, indicating that the x-ray
fluorescence from the [4Fe-4S] cluster of the Fe protein is unlikely to be the source of the
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discrepancy between the Fe protein experimental and simulated scattering curves. Rigid
body modeling based on the known crystal structures has so far been unsuccessful to
account for the intensity differences between the experimental and simulated curves.
Having established that the difference between solution structures of the L127Δ
Fe protein and the native Fe protein can be clearly distinguished using SAXS, we used
this experimental method as a relative benchmark to ask the question whether the
different nucleotide bound states resemble the conformations previously described.
These studies are very important for the characterization of the MgATP-bound state since
it has not yet been possible to obtain a structure of a MgATP-bound state of the native Fe
protein crystallographically. For the MgADP-bound state of the native Fe protein, the
structure has been crystallographically determined and the overall structure at a low
resolution approximately resembles the conformation observed for the native Fe protein
and in essence serves as an internal control for this analysis. Previous SAXS experiments
probing the nucleotide-bound states of the Fe protein reported Rg values for the
nucleotide-bound conformations very similar to those observed for the nucleotide-free
native Fe protein (137, 138). In the current study, the effect of nucleotide binding to both
the native and L127Δ Fe protein are examined in parallel to directly assess whether the
L127Δ Fe protein is a mimic of the MgATP state as suggested previously (80).
The Fe protein was incubated with a molar excess of either MgATP or MgADP
for five to ten minutes prior to data collection. The significant molar excess of MgATP
and the short time of incubation prior to data collection insured that the Fe protein would
be predominantly in the MgATP-bound form, with minimal hydrolysis to MgADP. The
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scattering curves for the native Fe protein (5 mg/mL) in the absence of nucleotides and in
the presence of 5 mM MgADP or MgATP (>50-fold) are shown in figure 2-4A. The
scattering curves reveal that in the presence of either MgADP or MgATP, the structure of
the Fe protein at the low resolution of the scattering experiment resembles the native state
and does not undergo a large scale conformational change to resemble the L127Δ Fe
protein structure (Figure. 2-2A). The estimations of the radius of gyration are very
similar (~25.0) to that obtained for the native Fe protein in the absence of nucleotide, and
the key discriminating features of the scattering profile observed in the Q range 0.1-0.2
Å-1 resemble the native Fe protein more than the L127Δ Fe protein. This is consistent
with the previously characterized crystallographic structure of the Fe protein with bound
MgADP which was observed to exist in the same overall conformation as the nucleotidefree Fe protein. These results clearly indicate that the MgATP-bound state in solution
does not exist in the elongated structure observed for the L127Δ Fe protein. Thus, in
overall shape, the L127Δ Fe protein does not appear to faithfully mimic the conformation
of the MgATP-bound state.
Although the addition of nucleotides does not result in the large scale
conformational change proposed in our previous work, comparison of the scattering
curves of native and nucleotide bound states indicate subtle differences (Figure 2-4A).
Since the Rg and shape of the scattering curves are nearly the same then we can conclude
the structures of the native and nucleotide bound states must be very similar, however,
the subtle differences suggest that the states behave differently in solution which may be
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a result of slight variability of the structures or dynamics in solution that cannot be
revealed at the resolution of the current study.
Although the L127Δ Fe protein is essentially inactive, it is competent in MgATP
and MgADP binding, therefore we have done a parallel study examining the effects on
SAXS curves in the presence of saturating concentrations of MgADP and MgATP
(Figure 2-4B). The differences in the scattering curves of the L127Δ Fe protein in
comparing the nucleotide-free and nucleotide-bound forms are more pronounced than
those observed for the native Fe protein. In addition, the Rg values of the L127Δ Fe
protein are decreased by ~1 Å upon addition of nucleotides to more closely approximate
the Rg values of the nucleotide-free Fe protein obtained by simulation. This suggests that
the L127Δ Fe protein, in the presence of MgADP or MgATP, undergoes a
conformational change that is likely manifested in movement of the subunits toward a
more globular structure or toward a conformation that more closely approximates the
structure the L127Δ Fe protein observed crystallographically.

The variance in the

observed Rg values may reflect a larger degree of conformational flexibility in the L127Δ
Fe protein dimer in comparison to the native Fe protein. This is likely to be a result of
the relatively small number of intersubunit interactions in the L127Δ Fe protein.
Recently the structure of the L127Δ Fe protein with bound MgATP was determined
(125). This structure was generated by soaking crystals of the nucleotide-free state of the
L127Å Fe protein with MgATP, just prior to cryo-cooling, for data collection. The
crystal structure of the MgATP bound state did not differ in overall conformation or the
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relationship between the two subunits of the dimer when compared to the nucleotide-free
form of the L127Δ Fe protein.

Figure 2-4: A) Experimental scattering curves of nucleotide-free Fe protein (blue), along with
nucleotide bound conformations of 5 mg/mL native Fe protein incubated with 5 mM MgATP
(magenta), MgADP (green) and Guinier plots for Fe protein with bound MgATP (magenta) and
MgADP (green) as inset (A). B) Experimental scattering curves of nucleotide-free L127Δ Fe
protein (red), along with nucleotide bound conformations of 5 mg/mL L127Δ Fe protein
incubated with 5 mM MgATP (gray), MgADP (aqua) and Guinier plots for Fe protein with bound
MgATP (gray) and MgADP (aqua) as inset (A). C) and (D) Pair distribution function plots
generated from the scattering curves (A) and (B), respectively, with calculated Rg values for the
native Fe protein with MgATP (magenta) and MgADP (green) and calculated Rg values for the
L127Δ Fe protein with MgATP (gray) and MgADP (aqua).
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The observation that these two structures have the same overall shape
crystallographically but clearly differing shapes in solution strongly suggest that the
limited intersubunit contacts allow for a more flexible structure in solution and multiple
states distinct from the native Fe protein structure can be observed and thus the
crystalline lattice in this case may be stabilizing a local minimum energy structure. The
apparent conformational flexibility of the L127Δ Fe protein notwithstanding, the overall
conclusion of the current work that clearly indicates that the more elongated structure of
the L127Δ Fe protein observed by crystallography predominates in solution and that this
state is not a faithful mimic of the MgATP state is well supported.
Summary and Conclusions
In the present study, SAXS was used to probe and analyze the structure of the
nitrogenase Fe protein in defined states in solution.

The results described herein

established that the more elongated L127Δ Fe protein conformation observed in the
crystal structure predominates in solution. Using the crystal structures of the native Fe
protein, the MgADP-bound state of the native Fe protein, and the L127Δ Fe protein as
benchmarks, it is concluded that the structure of the L127Δ Fe protein observed
crystallographically either in the presence or the absence of bound nucleotides does not
closely resemble the MgATP-bound conformation of the Fe protein in solution.
The proposal that the L127Δ Fe protein might mimic the conformation of the
MgATP-bound state of the Fe protein was based on the results of a wealth of biochemical
and spectroscopic experiments that indicate clear parallels between the biochemical and
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spectroscopic properties of the L127Δ Fe protein and the native Fe protein in the
presence of bound MgATP. In addition, it was shown that the L127Δ Fe protein was
capable of undergoing a conformational change in the presence of the MoFe protein to
form a stable complex that closely resembles the Fe protein – MoFe protein complex
stabilized in the presence of MgADP and tetrafluoroaluminate (128). Since the overall
solution structures of the L127Δ Fe protein and the MgATP-bound state of the Fe protein,
as determined by SAXS, do not appear to closely resemble each other, these results
suggest that similar complexes can therefore be formed via at least two different
pathways of Fe protein conformational change triggered by the MoFe protein. Also,
apparently similar spectroscopic and biochemical properties, including similarities in
EPR spectral features and metal chelation properties, can be obtained by markedly
different protein conformations. This indicates the need to further dissect the factors that
influence the spectroscopic and electronic structure properties of the [4Fe-4S] cluster of
the Fe protein.
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CHAPTER 3
INSIGHTS INTO SUBSTRATE BINDING AT FEMO-COFACTOR IN
NITROGENASE FROM THE STRUCTURE OF α-70ILE MOFE PROTEIN VARIANT
Introduction
The enzyme nitrogenase catalyzes the reduction of N2 to two ammonia molecules
in a reaction having an ideal stoichiometry shown in equation 1.
N2 + 8 e- + 8 H+ + 16 MgATP Æ 2 NH3 + H2 + 16 MgADP + 16 Pi

(Eq 1)

In the Mo-dependent nitrogenase, this reaction is catalyzed by two component proteins
called the Fe protein and the MoFe protein (99). The Fe protein delivers electrons to the
MoFe protein in a reaction dependent on the hydrolysis of MgATP. The MoFe protein
contains the site of substrate binding, which occurs at a heterometallic cofactor called
FeMo-cofactor [7Fe-9S-Mo-X-homocitrate] (100, 101). FeMo-cofactor contains many
possible sites of N2 binding including three identical 4Fe-4S faces and Mo (23, 24). The
x-ray structure of MoFe proteins shows FeMo-cofactor is covalently bound to the MoFe
protein through Cys ligation to an Fe at one end and through His ligation to the Mo on the
other end (17, 139). The MoFe protein environment surrounding FeMo-cofactor is
asymmetric, with a wide range of different amino acids defining the first shell of noncovalent interactions.

This section has been coauthored by Ranjana Sarma, Brett M. Barney, Stephen Keable,
Dennis R. Dean, Lance C. Seefeldt, and John W. Peters (2009) In press.
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In an effort to define where and how substrates interact with FeMo-cofactor,
amino acids within this region have been substituted with different amino acids (34-38).
This approach was used to identify α-70Val as a residue that controls substrate access to
FeMo-cofactor (33). The side chain of α-70Val is in close contact to one Fe-S face of
FeMo-cofactor (Fe atoms 2, 3, 6, and 7 in the numbering system established in
1M1N.PDB) (139), indicating that it could control access of small molecules to the site
of substrate interaction on FeMo-cofactor. To test this model, α-70Val was substituted by
a variety of different amino acids (140). Substitution of α-70Val by residues with smaller
side chains resulted in a capacity to reduce compounds that are normally very poor
substrates for nitrogenase, such as hydrazine (H2N-NH2), propyne (HC≡C-CH3),
propargyl alcohol (HC≡C-CH2OH), and 1-butyne (HC≡C-CH2CH3) (40). In contrast,
when the α-70Val is substituted by α-70Ile, with a larger side chain, the resulting MoFe
protein showed a significantly lowered activity for reduction of a number of substrates
except protons (140).
In the absence of other substrates, nitrogenase reduces protons to make H2 (eq 1),
and thus this reaction is an important control that indicates the overall catalytic function
of nitrogenase. In the case of the α-70Ile substituted MoFe protein normal proton
reduction activity was observed, confirming that the underlying catalytic functions of the
enzyme are undisturbed. The findings with the α-70Ala, α-70Gly, and α-70Ile substituted
MoFe proteins were interpreted as evidence that the residue at position α-70 controls
access to FeMo-cofactor for binding of both alkyne and nitrogenous substrates,
suggesting that substrate binding occurs at a specific FeS cluster face of FeMo-cofactor
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(Fe atoms 2, 3, 6, 7). Subsequent studies on a state of the α-70Ala MoFe protein with the
substrate propargyl alcohol and propargyl amine trapped suggested that a specific Fe
atom (number 6) might be the site of propargyl alcohol binding (39). The α-70Ile MoFe
protein could be freeze trapped during turnover under argon (reducing protons to make
H2) in an EPR active state that was assigned to FeMo-cofactor with one or two hydrides
bound (111).

It was not clear why the α-70Ile MoFe protein trapped these likely

intermediates during the H2 evolution reaction.
In this chapter, the x-ray crystal structure of the α-70Ile variant MoFe protein at
2.3 Å resolution is reported. A comparison of the structure of the α-70Ile MoFe protein
with the wild type MoFe protein reveals a likely explanation for the earlier observations
regarding substrate interactions in the α-70Ile MoFe protein, in turn providing new
insights into a specific site on FeMo-cofactor that could constituted the site of substrate
interaction and suggests a role for the α-70Val as a gate keeper. Further, the α-70Ile
structure suggests an explanation for why the hydride intermediate is trapped in this
variant MoFe protein.
Materials and Methods
Protein Purification
The α-70Ile MoFe protein with a polyhistidine tag near the carboxyl terminus of
the nifD gene was purified from Azotobacter vinalandii strain DJ1373 using a metal
affinity chromatography method as described earlier (141). All manipulations were done
in the absence of O2 under an argon atmosphere using gas tight syringes to transfer
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solutions and gases. The α-70Ile MoFe protein was judged to be > 95% homogeneous
from Coomassie blue staining of SDS-gels. The final protein was in Tris-HCl buffer, pH
8.0, with 250 mM NaCl, 2 mM dithionite. The protein had a specific activity for H2
evolution of greater than 2200 nmol/min/mg MoFe protein (95 % of the wild type
specific activity).
Protein Crystallization and
Structure Determination of the α-70Ile MoFe Protein
For crystallization, the protein was diluted to 38 mg/mL in 50 mM Tris buffer, pH
8.0, and 250 mM NaCl before setting up trials under anaerobic conditions in a nitrogen
atmosphere glove box (UniLAB, MBRAUN, NH) using a micro-capillary batch diffusion
method (52). The α-70Ile variant of the MoFe protein crystallized in 30% PEG 4000,
100mM Tris (pH 8.0), 170-190mM sodium molybdate and 1mM dithionite over a period
of 3-4 weeks to give dark brown crystals of ~100 x 200 x 200 μm. The crystals were
flash frozen in liquid nitrogen on rayon loops before data collection on beam line 11-1 at
the Stanford Synchrotron Radiation Laboratory under a continuous flow of liquid
nitrogen at 100K. A single wavelength data set was collected λ = 0.89 up to a resolution
2.3 Å and the data was integrated and scaled using the HKL2000 software package (142).
The data statistics are summarized in Table 3-1. Calculation of the Matthews coefficient
(143, 144) and consideration of reasonable solvent content of the crystals suggested that
each asymmetric unit of the crystal contained one α2β2 heterotetramer.
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Table 3-1: Data Statistics
Cell dimensions

a = 77.02 Å

b = 129.36 Å c = 107.09 Å

α = γ = 90.00°

β = 109.01

space group

P21

Wavelength (Å)

λ1 = 0.88557

Resolution (Å)

50 – 2.3

Completeness (%)

99.9 (99.9)a

Observed reflections

361917

Unique reflections

187881 (18797)

Average redundancy

3.8 (3.5)

I/σ

11.8 (2.7)

Rsymb (%)

11.5 (23.3)

Refinement Statistics
Resolution (Å)

26.6 – 2.3

c

Rcyrst (%)

22.7

c

Rfree (%)

27.8
d

Real Space CC (%)

91.1

2

Mean B Value (Å )

26.6

Coordinate Error (based on
maximum likelihood, Å)

0.22

RMSD from ideality:

2.812

Bonds (Å)

0.007

Angles (°)

2.812
e

Ramchandran statistics :
Most favored (%)

97.3

Additional allowed (%)

2.65

Outliers (%)

0.05

a

Numbers in parenthesis refer to the highest resolution shell. bRsym=100*ΣhΣi|Ii(h)-<I(h)>|/ΣhI(h) where Ii(h) is the
i measurement of reflection h and <I(h)> is the average value of the reflection intensity. cRcryst = Σ||Fo|-|Fc||/Σ|Fo|
where Fo and Fc are the observed and calculated structure factor amplitudes used in refinement. Rfree is calculated
as Rcryst, but using the "test" set of structure factor amplitudes that were withheld from refinement. dCorrelation
coefficient (CC) is agreement between the model and 2mFo-DFc electron density map. eCalculated using
Molprobity (145)
th

AutoMR of CCP4 suite of programs (146) was used to accomplish molecular
replacement using the α2β2 MoFe protein heterotetramer (PDB ID: 2MIN) (21) as the
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starting model. The search resulted in a solution with Rcryst of 30.0% and correlation
coefficient of 70%, and the model was further refined in REFMAC5 (147) to improve the
quality of the model. The refinement runs made use of medium NCS restraints (medium
for main chains and loose for side chains), B-factor restraints and 2 screw (TLS) tensors
(per polypeptide chain). The final model was refined to Rcryst of 22.7% and obeys good
stereochemistry with up to 97.3% of all residues in the Ramchandran (148) allowed
regions (Table 3-1). All figures in the manuscript were generated using PyMOL (149)
Results and Discussion
Structure of the α-70Ile MoFe Protein
The x-ray structure of α-70Ile MoFe protein from A. vinelandii refined to 2.3 Å
shows a very similar overall structure when compared to the wild-type MoFe protein
(139). The protein was crystallized under strict anaerobic conditions in the presence of 2
mM dithionite to capture the reduced form and has been refined to an Rcryst of 22.7%.
The structure exhibits good geometry with 97.3% of all residues in the Ramchandran
(148) allowed regions (Table 3-1). Serine 255 in the β-subunit lies in the Ramchandran
disallowed region in the structure reported here and this distortion in the protein stereo
chemistry has been previously observed in the wild-type structure as well (139). The
distortion in the protein back bone in this region probably arises from steric hindrance
from the surrounding residues in chain B. The overall structure of the α-70Ile MoFe
protein is quite similar to the wild type protein with the secondary structure elements
overlaying with significant similarities. Most of the differences are seen in the FeMo-
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cofactor binding region and details of the differences are highlighted in the following
sections.
Insights into the Location
of Substrate Binding on FeMo-Cofactor
The secondary structure of the α-70Ile MoFe protein was compared to the
structure of the wild-type MoFe protein (1MIN.pdb) using the protein structure
comparison service SSM at European Bioinformatics Institute (http://www.ebi.ac.uk/ms
d-srv/ssm) (150). An examination of the root mean square standard deviation (RMSD)
among all residues reveals the near identity of the structures, with an average RMSD of
0.2 Å. The close structural agreement between the α-70Ile and wild-type MoFe proteins
is evident from the small RMSD values. A short stretch of amino acids in the α-subunit
between residues 105-120 shows slightly higher deviations compared to all other
residues. These residues are located on the surface of the MoFe protein, and thus some
variation in the position of the residues in this region could be expected.
Residues that define the FeMo-cofactor binding pocket between the wild-type and
α-70Ile MoFe proteins are shown in Figure 3-1. Near identity in the positions of most
amino acids in this region is observed, with a few exceptions. The side chains of α-96Arg,
α-359Arg, α-195His refine to slightly different positions in the α-70Ile MoFe protein
structure relative to the wild-type MoFe protein structure and these differences are
supported by the electron density maps in this region. The position of the α-70Val and α70Ile side chains is seen to be nearly identical, with the methyl group (Cδ1) on the
isoleucine approaching Fe 6 of FeMo-cofactor (Figure 3-2). The distance between the
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Cδ1 of α-70Ile and the Fe 6 is found to be 3.9 Å, confirming the close contact between side
chain and this Fe atom (Table 3-2).

Figure 3-1: Stereoview of the protein environment surrounding the FeMo-cofactor. Shown is a
portion of alpha carbon trace and select amino acid side chains for both the α-70Ile (magenta) and
wild type (cyan) MoFe proteins. The alpha carbon trace is shown as ribbons, with the residues
immediately surrounding FeMo-cofactor from the α-subunit and the FeMo-cofactor shown in
stick representation. Fe atoms are colored rust, the sulfurs colored yellow, and the Mo atoms are
green. The van der Waals radii of the atoms of the residue α-70 are also shown with Val in the
wild type colored cyan and Ile in the variant colored in magenta.

The position of Cδ1 in α-70Ile can be considered in light of studies indicating that
the same Fe atom is a site of substrate interactions. When α-70Val was substituted by α70Ile, the MoFe protein showed much lower activity for reduction of most compounds
that are effective substrates for the wild-type MoFe protein. Proton reduction rates are
unaffected by the α-70Ile substitution. A simple explanation for this observation is that
the Cδ1 on α-70Ile has blocked substrates (except protons) from accessing the binding site
on FeMo-cofactor.
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Table 3-2 : Interactions of α-70Val and α-70Ile with FeMo-cofactor
Native MoFe protein interactions

α-70Ile MoFe protein interactions

Interaction

Distance (Å)

Interaction

Distance (Å)

α-70Val (Cγ1) – Fe2

4.4

α-70Ile (Cγ2) – Fe2

4.6

α-70Val (Cγ1) – Fe3

5.2

α-70Ile (Cγ2) – Fe3

5.1

α-70Val (Cγ2) – Fe6

4.4

α-70Ile (Cγ1) – Fe6

4.0

α-70Val (Cγ2) – Fe7

5.5

α-70Ile (Cδ1) – Fe6

3.9

α-70Ile (Cγ1) – Fe7

5.1

α-70Ile (Cδ1) – Fe7

5.5

Figure 3-2: Stereoview of the 2Fo-Fc map calculated for the FeMo-cofactor and the adjacent α70Ile residue. The map is contoured at 1.00σ. The protein backbone is shown in ribbons
representation in the background. The residues in the FeMo-cofactor environment from the αsubunit are shown in stick representation. The amino acid residue and the FeMo-cofactor are
shown in ball and stick representation with iron atoms colored rust, sulfur atoms yellow, carbon
atoms grey, nitrogen atoms blue, oxygen atoms red, and molybdenum atoms green.

This model was further supported by the observation that when α-70Val is
substituted with amino acids containing smaller side chains (e.g., alanine or glycine), then
larger compounds that are normally not good substrates for nitrogenase, become
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substrates. For example, the α-70Ala MoFe protein is found to reduce larger alkynes such
as propyne (HC≡C-CH3) and propargyl alcohol (HC≡C-CH2-OH), whereas these
compounds are only poor substrates in the wild-type MoFe protein (40). Likewise, the
nitrogenous substrate hydrazine (H2N-NH2) can be reduced at much higher rates by the
α-70Ala MoFe protein when compared to the wild-type MoFe protein (151). In the α70Gly MoFe protein, 1-butyne (HC≡C-CH2-CH3) is found to be a substrate, whereas this
compound is only reduced at very low rates by the wild-type MoFe protein. Taken
together, these results can be explained if the side chain at α-70 acts as a gate-keeper,
controlling the size of substrates that can gain access to a substrate binding site on FeMocofactor. Given the location of the side chain of α-70 over one Fe-S face of FeMocofactor, the simplest interpretation of the results is that this FeS face constitutes a
substrate binding location.
Other studies also pointed to Fe atom 6 of FeMo-cofactor as a possible substrate
binding location.

For example, it was found that propargyl alcohol under turnover

conditions can be freeze trapped on FeMo-cofactor in the α-70Ala MoFe protein (23).
Using isotopically labeled substrate (13C and

1/2

H) and ENDOR spectroscopy, it was

concluded that the species bound to FeMo-cofactor was the partially reduced allyl alcohol
(H2C=CH-CH2OH) (23). It was further concluded that allyl alcohol was bound side-on
between the first and second carbons to one or two Fe atoms. Considering the wild-type
structure of the MoFe protein, molecular mechanics calculations were done to try to
further refine where on the FeS face of FeMo-cofactor the allyl alcohol was likely to be
bound (39). A central observation to these calculations was the proposed role of the side
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chain of α-195His in H bonding to the OH of allyl alcohol in stabilizing the bound state,
favoring binding of substrates to Fe 6 compared to the other Fe atoms on this FeS face.
In a separate study, it was found that the α-70Gly substituted MoFe protein can
reduce 1-butyne (HC≡C-CH2CH3) but not 2-butyne (H3C-C≡C-CH3). To explain these
results, both 1-butyne and 2-butyne were modeled into the wild type structure bound
side-on to Fe6 of FeMo-cofactor (151), which indicated 2-butyne cannot bind because of
steric overlap with the side chain of α-191Gln. This model predicted that substitution of
α-191Gln by α-191Ala might allow 2-butyne to fit into a position to bind side-on to Fe6.
The α-191Ala substituted MoFe protein was found to reduce 2-butyne at considerable
rates, also locating the substrate binding site to Fe 6 (151). Finally, a density functional
theory study favors binding of alkynes such as propargyl alcohol to Fe 6 (39). The x-ray
structure of the α-70Ile MoFe protein presented here, coupled with the earlier studies,
provides strong evidence for Fe 6 acting as a specific binding site for substrate
interactions on FeMo-cofactor.
Insights into a Hydride
Trapped State on the α-70Ile MoFe Protein
A spectroscopic investigation of the α-70Ile MoFe protein revealed that when this
protein is freeze quenched during turnover conditions, a unique EPR active state is
trapped that has been assigned to one or two hydrides bound to the FeMo-cofactor
(modeled as bound to one or more Fe atoms). It is not clear why the α-70Ile amino acid
substitution should result in the trapping of hydrides to FeMo-cofactor, although there are
several possible explanations. One model is that a proton is bound to FeMo-cofactor
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(formally as a hydride with the addition of two electrons from FeMo-cofactor) and that
the addition of the second proton is restricted by the additional methyl group of Ile,
allowing the hydride bound state to accumulate. The second proton could come either
directly from the protein through the protein backbone or via a proton relay through
amino acid side chains such as the α-195His residue, or from a large pool of waters
located around R-homocitrate (Figure 3-3).
Here we consider the possibility that the side chain of α-70Ile might obstruct the
proton flow from the pool of waters near R-homocitrate. Other protein components that
would be predicted to define the flow of protons from the water pool are the α carbon of
α-66Gly, the β carbon of α-191Gln, the ε nitrogen of α-195His, and part of the Rhomocitrate. Two different models could be considered to explain how the α-70Ile might
block the flow of these protons. One model is that the methyl group of isoleucine might
block proton transfer from the α-195His residue to a hydride bound to Fe 6. The α-195His
residue has been previously implicated as a possible proton donor for the reduction of
nitrogenous substrates. Alternatively, if a hydride is bound to Fe2, then the α-70Ile could
block the proton flow through waters that reside next to R-homocitrate. Both models
would explain how a hydride bound state might populate when the α-70Ile MoFe protein
is trapped during turnover.
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Figure 3-3: FeMo-cofactor binding site in the the α-70Ile MoFe protein structure showing the
location of the surrounding waters. The residues in the FeMo-cofactor environment from the αsubunit are shown in stick representation. The amino acid residue and the FeMo-cofactor are
shown in ball and stick representation with iron atoms colored rust, sulfur atoms yellow, carbon
atoms grey, nitrogen atoms blue, oxygen atoms red, and molybdenum atoms green. The water
molecules are shown as individual oxygen molecules colored red.

Summary and Conclusions
The 2.3 Å structure of the α-70Ile MoFe protein variant is presented.

The

localization of the side chain of isoleucine in the structure explains earlier kinetic studies
that indicated that the side chain of the amino acid at position α-70 acts as a gate keeper
to control access of substrates to a binding location on FeMo-cofactor. Based on the
location of the side chain of α-70Ile directly over Fe6 and previous molecular mechanics
studies, a model is constructed for substrate interactions at this specific Fe site. Further,
the structure offers insights into the observation of trapping of hydrides on the α-70Ile
MoFe protein when it is frozen during H2 evolution.
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CHAPTER 4
CRYSTAL STRUCTURE OF THE L PROTEIN OF RHODOBACTER SPHAEROIDES
LIGHT-INDEPENDENT PROTOCHLOROPHYLLIDE REDUCTASE (BCHL) WITH
MGADP BOUND: A HOMOLOGUE OF THE NITROGENASE FE PROTEIN
Introduction
Chlorophylls (Chl) and bacteriochlorophylls (Bch) are essential pigments
involved in photosynthesis. The biosynthesis of both Chl /Bch in phototrophs starts from
glutamate, which is converted to the photosynthetic pigment via fifteen enzymatic steps.
The rate limiting step in this process involves reduction of a double bond of the ring D of
protochlorophyllide (Pchlide) to form chlorophyllide (Chlide) and can occur by either
light-dependent or light-independent mechanisms (2, 85, 87). Light-dependent Pchlide
reductase (LPOR, EC 1.3.1.33) has been extensively studied and is an NADPH and lightdependent short chain dehydrogenase encoded by the por gene. This enzyme catalyzes a
light induced electron transfer and the formation of an ion radical of Pchlide (85, 89, 90).
Light-independent (dark) Pchlide reductase (DPOR) exists as a two component complex
iron-sulfur enzyme encoded by the bchL/chlL, bchB/chlB and bchN/chlN genes. In the
light-independent reaction, BchL/ChlL serves as a unique electron donor to a
heterotetrameric complex of the BchB/ChlB and BchN/ChlN polypeptides, which contain
the site for Pchlide reduction.
This section has been coauthored by Ranjana Sarma, Brett M. Barney, Trinity
L. Hamilton, Alma Jones, Lance C. Seefeldt and John W. Peters (2008) Biochemistry, 47
(49), 13004–13015.
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The DPOR component proteins share considerable primary sequence identity with the Fe
protein and MoFe protein of nitrogenase encoded by the nifH, nifD, and nifK genes (85,
97).
Nitrogenase catalyzes the reduction of molecular nitrogen to ammonia in a
reaction requiring the hydrolysis of at least 16 equivalents of MgATP.

During

nitrogenase catalysis, the Fe protein (NifH) and the MoFe protein associate and dissociate
in a manner that couples the binding and hydrolysis of MgATP to sequential
intercomponent electron transfer events leading to substrate reduction at the FeMocofactor substrate reduction sites located within the MoFe protein (NifDK) (16, 98).
Structures of the Fe protein and the MoFe protein have been determined
crystallographically (11, 16, 52, 64, 128) and studied using small angle x-ray scattering
(152). The Fe protein is a homodimer that binds MgATP and transfers electrons to MoFe
concomitant with MgATP hydrolysis. The Fe protein contains one [4Fe-4S] cluster
coordinated by four Cys residues, two from each subunit (52). The MoFe protein is a
α2/β2 heterotetramer composed of NifD (α) and NifK (β) that contains two sets of metal
clusters, the [8Fe-7S] P-cluster and the [1Mo-7Fe-9S-X-homocitrate] FeMo cofactor, the
latter being the site for N2 reduction to NH3 (99-101).
Amino acid sequence analysis has shown that BchL shares up to 30% sequence
identity and 50% overall similarity with the Fe protein of nitrogenase (102, 103). The
most notable regions of similarity are the ATP-binding motif and the Cys residues
coordinating the [4Fe-4S] cluster that are invariant between the Fe protein and BchL
(102, 103). EPR studies have indicated the presence of one [4Fe-4S] cluster per dimer of
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the BchL protein, similar to the cluster found in the Fe protein (104). The amino acid
sequence of the N proteins (BchN/ChlN) and the B proteins (BchB/ChlB) share sequence
similarity to NifD and NifK, respectively (97, 105). However, only four of the six Cys
residues involved in forming the P-cluster in the MoFe protein are conserved in the N and
B proteins, three in the N protein and one in the B protein (106). None of the residues
involved in coordinating the FeMo cofactor in the MoFe protein are conserved in the
BchNB, indicating that the active site of BchNB is highly divergent from the catalytic
site of nitrogenase (85, 97).
There have been very limited biochemical studies on the DPOR. In vitro assays
have shown that BchL protein transfers electrons to the BchNB with the requirement of
MgATP hydrolysis and a source of electrons, such as dithionite (87). From sequence
comparison of Fe protein and BchL and mutagenesis of conserved residues in the
phosphate-binding loop (P loop) and switch regions of BchL from Chlorobium tepidum ,
key residues essential for catalysis have been identified (110). Although a homology
model of BchL based on its sequence similarity to Fe protein has been proposed (110), a
three-dimensional structure of the protein is essential to fully characterize the structural
basis of the nucleotide-dependent electron transfer mechanism of the protein.
In the present study, BchL from Rhodobacter sphaeroides has been expressed in
the diazotroph Azotobacter vinelandii. BchL, with an engineered poly histidine tag, was
purified and its interactions with nucleotides characterized. A high resolution crystal
structure of BchL cocrystallized with MgADP has also been fully characterized. The key
residues involved in nucleotide binding and cluster coordination have been identified
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based on the three-dimensional structure.

The overall topology and the surface

distribution of charges of BchL have been studied and compared to the Fe protein of
nitrogenase revealing important differences between BchL and the Fe protein at the
docking surface. This study offers insights into the structural basis for the BchL function
and mechanisms by which BchL and the highly related nitrogenase Fe protein
discriminate between their respective macromolecular partners.
Materials and Methods
Materials Used
All reagents were obtained from Sigma-Aldrich (St. Louis, MO) and were used as
provided unless specified otherwise. Nitrogenase Fe protein was expressed and purified
from strain DJ884 as previously described (49). Cells of Azotobacter vinelandii were
grown on a derivation of Burk’s media (final concentration of 60 mM sucrose, 800 μM
MgSO4·7H2O, 600 μM CaCl2·2H2O, 18 μM FeSO4·7H2O, 1 μM Na2MoO4·2H2O, 1.5
mM KH2PO4, and 4.5 mM K2HPO4) that was supplemented with fixed nitrogen as either
ammonium acetate (2.6 mM) or urea (concentrations up to 10 mM). Where appropriate,
streptomycin (0.5 mg/L) was included in solid media (1.3% bacto-agar).
Construction of an A. vinelandii Expression Strain
A plasmid was designed that allowed the bchL gene to be inserted behind the Modependent nitrogenase structural gene promoter within the A. vinelandii chromosomal
DNA in place of the nifH gene. In this way, BchL expression could be controlled by the
removal of a fixed nitrogen source in a background protected from oxygen inactivation
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and with FeS cluster biosynthetic proteins. A strain of A. vinelandii (DJ764) was kindly
provided by Dennis Dean at Virginia Tech, which has a deletion of the nifH gene. In
addition, a plasmid was constructed from the parent plasmid pDB613 (from Dennis Dean
at Virginia Tech), which contains a 460 bp segment of DNA upstream of the nifH start
codon and that had been modified to contain an NdeI site with the start codon ATG as the
second half of the NdeI sequence (CATATG), and also a 1570 bp segment of nifK
downstream of the NdeI site. These two segments were selected to serve as flanking
regions for incorporating genes into the A. vinelandii genomic copy of the nifH operon.
The plasmid is based on a pUC parental plasmid containing an ampicillin cassette
for selection in E. coli. This plasmid is incapable of replication in A. vinelandii, and thus
serves as an ideal suicide transfer vector. Several additional modifications were made,
using standard molecular biology techniques, to fill in and delete the BamHI and BglII
sites lying at each end of the flanking regions. Once removed, a BamHI and BglII site
were both incorporated behind the NdeI site. The BglII site, which was downstream from
the BamHI site, was then utilized to incorporate a gene cassette containing resistance
markers for spectinomycin and streptomycin by digesting the plasmid pHP45Omega with
BamHI, and inserting it into the BglII site of the construct. This incorporation removed
the BglII site, and maintained the single BamHI following the NdeI site to move genes of
interest into this expression vector.

Finally, two additional restriction sites were

incorporated into the expression vector by first removing an extra XbaI site from the
region outside the flanking regions, and then introducing an NsiI site immediately
downstream of NdeI and an XbaI site 13 bases downstream of the NsiI site. The
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completed vector (pBB044) has two sites (NdeI or NsiI) for use as the start codon
insertion site, and two sites (XbaI or BamHI) that are all unique and can be utilized to
shuttle genes into this completed construct.

Two specific primers (BBP139

5’CCGCCCTGCAGCTCCCGTCGATGG and BBP365 5’GCAATAGTTGGCGAAGT
AATCGCAACATCCGC) binding upstream of the NdeI site and complementary to the
region downstream of the BamHI were designed to sequence genes through this segment
of DNA to confirm correct incorporation of the genes once inserted, and have been used
for successful DNA sequencing of completed plasmid constructs.
Construction of BchL Expression Vector
The R. sphaeroides (2.4.1 strain) was kindly provided by JoAnn Williams
(Arizona State University) and was grown on LB medium. Cells were collected, and the
DNA was isolated by rupturing the cells with Triton X-100 and lysozyme in a Tris-HCl
buffer at pH 8.0. The cells were boiled for 5 minutes, and then sedimented at maximum
speed to pellet any debris. Genomic DNA was precipitated by adding an equal volume of
isopropanol to the supernatant. The pellet was washed once with isopropanol, and then
again with ethanol, before drying in air. The DNA was resuspended in buffer and further
processed by digesting with selected restriction enzymes (NE Biolabs, Ipswich, MA), and
purifying following the Qiaex II (Qiagen, Valencia, CA) DNA desalting protocol. The
bchL gene was amplified by PCR from the purified genomic DNA using the primers
(BBP101 5’ GACGGTACCGAGTTGGAAGACCGTCTCGAGGGGATTG and BBP118
5’GTACGAATTCGTCGTTCATGGGTTCTTCCTTGAACACCGG),

where

the

underlined region represents a KpnI site. The PCR product was then purified and digested
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with KpnI (in primer BBP101) and BamHI (downstream of primer BBP118), and inserted
into pUC19. The plasmid was then further modified to incorporate an NdeI site into the
starting codon, and a 7X poly histidine tag into the N-terminus, followed by an NcoI site.
This results in the entire gene, with the sequence MHHHHHHHG in place of the initial
methionine. The gene was then transferred to pBB044 and the entire bchL gene region
was sequenced within this plasmid to confirm that there were no mistakes. The final
constructed plasmid pPCRBchL4 was used for the transformation of A. vinelandii. DNA
was introduced into A. vinelandii strains made competent using a procedure similar to
that described by Page and von Tigerstrom (153).
Purification of BchL
Cells of Av-BchL4 were grown in a 100 L fermentor at the Center for Integrated
Biosystems at Utah State University using Burk’s media (above) supplemented with 10
mM urea. The cells were grown while monitoring the urea concentration, in solution.
Gene expression directed by the nifH promoter is repressed in the presence of a fixed
nitrogen source. Thus, for the initial growth of cells, urea at 10 mM was included in the
growth media. Upon adequate growth (an optical density of at least 0.6 at 600 nm) during
the initial phase, the cells were harvested and resuspended in a media devoid of fixed
nitrogen. The absence of fixed nitrogen in the media results in derepression of the nifH
promoter and expression of the genes for nitrogen fixation. Since BchL was substituted
for NifH, it is expressed under these conditions. Cells were grown an additional 5 hours
for maximal expression of BchL.
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All purification steps were performed in the absence of oxygen under argon
utilizing degassed buffers supplemented with 2 mM sodium dithionite, similar to the
techniques used to purify the MoFe protein of nitrogenase from A. vinelandii (141).
Briefly, cells were resuspended in a buffer containing glycerol (37% v/v) in Tris-HCl
buffer at pH 7.9. These were allowed to mix for 10 minutes, and then the cells were
sedimented at 8,000 g for 15 minutes. The supernatant was removed and 2 mg of
DNAase was added to the cell pellet, and the cells were rapidly resuspended in a TrisHCl buffer (pH 7.9) without glycerol while taking steps to minimize oxygen introduction,
resulting in an osmotic shock of the cells that ruptured the cell membrane. The cell
debris was sedimented by centrifugation at 50,000 x g for 30 min, and the supernatant
was applied to a zinc loaded chelating sepharose fast flow (GE Healthcare, Uppsala,
Sweden) chromatography column with a bed volume of 300 mL and equilibrated with
Tris-HCl buffer (pH 7.9) containing 500 mM NaCl. The column was then washed with
the same Tris buffer containing 30 mM imidazole, and the protein eluted with the same
Tris buffer containing 500 mM imidazole.

The fractions containing BchL were

combined and diluted in 50 mM Tris buffer (pH 7.9) to lower the overall salt
concentration to less than 100 mM. The solution was then loaded on a Q-Sepharose (GE
Healthcare, Uppsala, Sweden) column with a bed volume of approximately 200 mL,
where it bound to the top of the column as a dark band. The column was washed with 1
column volume of Tris buffer (pH 7.9) to remove the remaining imidazole, and then the
protein was eluted by a continuous gradient of NaCl (from 100 mM to 500 mM), while
collecting fractions. Fractions containing BchL were combined and concentrated, then
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frozen in liquid nitrogen for later use. The purified BchL protein was judged to be
greater than 85% pure based on analysis by SDS gels stained with Coomassie blue. The
molecular mass was determined by mass spectroscopy as 33,376.7 Da, which is in good
agreement with the predicted mass of 33,311.8 Da from the sequence.

Protein

concentrations were determined by the Biuret method with bovine serum albumin (BSA)
as the standard. All manipulation of proteins was done in septum-sealed serum vials
under an argon atmosphere and gas and liquid transfers were done with gas-tight
syringes. BchL was used at final concentrations near 85 mg/mL.
Determination of Iron Content with α,α’-Dipyridyl
Four reagent solutions were prepared in distilled water; (i) 5 mM
Fe(NH4)2(SO4)2.2H2O, (ii) 5% HCl, (iii) 10% hydroxylamine, and (iv) 20 mM α,α’dipyridyl. Iron standards were prepared by using solution (i) with appropriate dilutions.
For the Fe determination of BchL protein, 5 µL, 10 µL, or 20 µL of an 85 mg/mL protein
stock was added to different test tubes. Distilled water was added to each to bring the
final volume to 400 µL in each tube. 100 µL of solution (ii) was added to each tube. The
tubes were incubated at 80ºC for 10 minutes, and then allowed to cool to room
temperature. The reactions were initiated by adding 1.275 mL of distilled water, 100 µL
of solution (iii), and 125 µL of solution (iv) to each sample. The tubes were allowed to
incubate at room temperature for 45 minutes while the color developed. The absorbance
was measured at 520 nm, and the Fe2+ content was determined from the Fe standard
curve.
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MgATP-Dependent Release
of Fe2+ from Wild-Type Fe Protein and BchL
The time-dependent reaction of the Fe protein or BchL with the iron chelator
α,α’-dipyridyl was carried out as described by Walker and Mortenson (124, 154). Fe
protein or BchL (1.4 mg) was added to a 1 cm path length cuvette fitted with a rubber
septum and containing an argon saturated solution of 35 mM Tris buffer (pH 7.5), 6.25
mM α,α’-dipyridyl, 1.3 mM sodium dithionite, and 150 mM NaCl in a 1-mL total
volume. MgATP was added from a freshly prepared solution of 300 mM Tris HCl pH
7.5, 1.3 mM sodium dithionite, 200 mM ATP, and 300 mM MgCl2 in 5-mL total volume.
For each addition of MgATP, 40 µL of this MgATP solution was added to each cuvette.
The first injection of MgATP solution resulted in a final concentration of 3.9 mM ATP
and 5 mM MgCl2. The absorbance at 520 nm was monitored as a function of time for a
total of 300 seconds prior to and after the injection of MgATP relative to a reference
cuvette with no added protein. For MgADP addition, a freshly prepared solution of 300
mM Tris HCl pH 7.5, 1.3 mM sodium dithionite, 200 mM ADP, and 300 mM MgCl2 in 5
mL total volume was used. For addition of MgADP, 40 µL of the MgADP solution was
added to the cuvette during each injection. The first injection of MgADP resulted in a
final concentration of 3.9 mM ADP and 5 mM MgCl2. Absorbance at 520 nm versus time
for 200 seconds prior to and after the injection of MgADP was monitored.
Nitrogenase Association and Competition Experiments
In an effort to assess the ability of BchL to interact with the nitrogenase MoFe
protein, nitrogenase assays for proton reduction to dihydrogen were performed as
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described. The rates for proton reduction were determined in 9 mL sealed vials with 1
mL liquid volume using established protocols for 10 min at 30 °C. The assay liquid
contained a MgATP regeneration system (5 mM ATP, 6 mM MgCl2, 30 mM
phosphocreatine, and 0.2 mg/mL creatine phosphokinase), in a MOPS buffer at pH 7.0
(100 mM) with 1.2 mg/mL BSA, and 9 mM dithionite. Solutions were degassed with
oxygen free argon. MoFe protein was added first (10 µl of a 10 mg/mL stock) followed
by Fe protein (10 µl of 20 mg/mL stock) to initiate the reaction. The reaction was
quenched by the addition of 300 μL of 400 mM EDTA. Dihydrogen in the headspace of
quenched samples was determined by gas chromatography with a molecular sieve 5A
column with argon as a carrier gas and a thermal conductivity detector.
Protein Crystallization and Data Collection.
Purified BchL was diluted to a final concentration of 30 mg/mL in 50mM Tris
buffer at pH 7.8 with 350 mM NaCl and 2 mM dithionite prior to crystallization. The
conditions for crystallization were initially identified using sparse matrix screens (155).
Crystals were grown under anaerobic conditions in a nitrogen atmosphere glove box
(UniLAB, MBRAUN, NH) using a micro-capillary batch diffusion method (52) with
20% - 25% PEG 3350 as the precipitating agent, with 200 mM magnesium formate
(pH7.7). A final concentration of 10 mM MgADP was added to the protein prior to
crystallization. BchL cocrystallized with MgADP, with crystals appearing in 3-4 weeks
as brown colored long rods of ~600 x 50 x 50 µm. The crystals were flash cooled in
liquid nitrogen on rayon loops and data was collected on beam line 9-2 at the Stanford
Synchrotron Radiation Laboratory under a continuous flow of liquid nitrogen at 100K. A
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multi wavelength data set was collected λ = 0.95 (remote) up to a resolution 1.6 Å, at λ =
1.73 (Fe k-edge) and λ = 1.74 (inflection). The data was integrated using DENZO and
scaled using SCALPACK of the HKL2000 software package (142), the unit cell
parameters and data statistics are summarized in Table 4-1. Calculation of the Matthews
coefficient (143, 144) and consideration of reasonable solvent content of the crystals
suggested that each asymmetric unit likely contains one BchL dimer.
Structure Determination and Refinement
Based on the high level of sequence similarity (102, 103) and presumed structural
homology between the Fe protein and BchL, it was fair to assume structural similarity
between the Fe protein and BchL. A molecular replacement approach using the Fe
solution as a search was employed for structure determination. Molecular replacement
was accomplished using AutoMR of the CCP4 suite of programs (146) with one dimer of
the MgADP bound Fe protein (PDB ID: 1FP6) (64) as search model. The best solution
was subjected to rigid body refinement in REFMAC5 (147) resulting in Rcryst and Rfree of
approximately 50%. The model was improved using ARP/wARP (156) run in the Classic
mode using data from 50-1.6 Å and a total of 10 building cycles. ARP/wARP resulted in
successfully building approximately 58% of the model. At this stage the [4Fe-4S] cluster
was added to the model and solvent flattening and histogram matching using RESOLVE
(157) were used to improve the map quality allowing building the reset of the model
using COOT (158) and subsequent refinement (REFMAC5) resulted in a well determined
structure.
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Table 4-1: Multiple Wavelength Anomalous Diffraction Data Statistics
cell dimensions

a = 56.73

space group

P212121

b = 86.62
c = 117.17
α = β = γ = 90.00°
remote

Fe edge

λ1 = 0.95376

λ2 = 1.73765

λ3 = 1.74255

resolution(Å)

50 - 1.63

50 - 1.95

50 - 1.93

completeness (%)

96.6 (96.4)b

93.2 (90.5) b

92.6 (89.2) b

obsd reflections

273732

275505

143137

unique reflections

133747 (13313) b

75923 (7369) b

77273 (7344) b

Avg redundancy

2.0 (2.0) b

6.9 (6.8)b

3.5 (3.4)b

I/σ

40 (4.6) b

41.3 (7.5) b

39.2 (4.4) b

Rsym(%)

3.7 (24.2) b

5.1 (22.9)b

3.6 (24.4) b

b

Numbers in parenthesis refer to the highest resolution shell.
Rsym=100*ΣhΣi|Ii(h)-<I(h)>|/ΣhI(h) where Ii(h) is the ith measurement of reflection h and <I(h)> is the
average value of the reflection intensity.
c

Both subunits in the structure have clear and unambiguous density for the residues
30 through 297, for one [4Fe-4S] cluster, and one MgADP molecule per subunit. The Nterminus (1-29) on both the subunits was not resolved in electron density maps even after
several rounds of refinement. The final model was refined to an Rcryst of 17.3% and an
Rfree of 19.8% (Table 4-2). The refinement runs made use of NCS restraints, B-factor
restraints and 11 screw (TLS) tensors (per polypeptide chain). The final model obeys
good stereochemistry with 100% of the residues in the allowed regions of the
Ramchandran plot (145, 148).
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Table 4-2: Refinement Statistics
Resolution

50 - 1.63

Rcyrstc (%)

17.3

Rfreec (%)

19.8
d

Real Space CC (%)

96.3

Mean B Value (overall; Å )

14.64

Coordinate Error (based on maximum likelihood, Å)

0.049

RMSD from ideality:
Bonds (Å)

0.008

Angles (°)

1.183
e

Ramchandran Plot :
Most favored (%)

98.68

Additional allowed (%)

1.32

c

Rcryst = Σ||Fo|-Fc||/ΣFo| where Fo and Fc are the observed and calculated structure factor amplitudes used in
refinement. Rfree is calculated as Rcryst, but using the "test" set of structure factor amplitudes that were
withheld from refinement.
d
Correlation coefficient (CC) is agreement between the model and 2mFo-DFc electron density map.
e
Calculated using Molprobity (145).

Figures 4-1 through 4-5 were generated using PyMOL (149) and the electrostatics were
calculated using Adaptive Poisson-Boltzmann Solver (APBS) (159). The Fe protein was
superimposed on BchL in figure 3 for direct comparisons of surface charge in specific
orientations.
Annotated amino acid sequences included in the Fe protein and BchL alignment
were downloaded from the National Center for Biotechnology Institute (NCBI)
(http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov) and the alignments were generated by CLUSTALW
(http://www.ebi.ac.uk/clustalw/) using the residue numbers for Fe protein. Secondary
structure assignment for the aligned sequences was derived using PROCHECK (148) on
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the BchL structure file. The accession numbers for the amino acid sequences used for
generating figure 4-2B are: A. vinelandii (ZP_00417477) and R. sphaeroides
(YP_353362).
Results and Discussion
Properties of BchL
An A. vinelandii strain (Av-BchL4) was constructed that allows BchL from R.
sphaeroides to be expressed under the control of the nifH promoter from within the A.
vinelandii chromosome.

Expression of BchL in this system was initiated by the

consumption of all fixed nitrogen from actively growing Av-BchL4 cells. The expressed
BchL, with a poly histidine tag, was purified to near homogeneity using a metal affinity
chromatography protocol. The total Fe content of the purified BchL was determined by
α,α’-dipyridyl assay with hydroxylamine. For comparison, a sample of purified Fe
protein was analyzed at the same time. Based on the concentration and molecular mass
of the two proteins, the amount of iron found was 3.5 moles iron per mole of Fe protein
and 3.6 moles iron per mole of BchL homodimer. These findings are consistent with
previous studies (104) indicating the presence of one [4Fe-4S] cluster per BchL dimer.
BchL Interaction with the Nitrogenase MoFe Protein
It has been shown that nitrogenase components from different sources were
compatible in a nitrogenase in vitro assay (160). These studies revealed that the Fe
protein from Rhodospirillum rubrum, which shares significant sequence identity to that of
R. sphaeroides, was able to support nitrogen fixation with the MoFe protein from A.
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vinelandii. Because BchL is also homologous, albeit to a lesser extent, to the Fe protein,
the ability of BchL to serve as an electron donor to the MoFe protein of A. vinelandii was
investigated using a standard nitrogenase proton reduction assay under an argon
atmosphere with a MgATP regeneration system.
In this assay, Fe protein from A. vinelandii was used as a positive control, and the
molar ratio of Fe protein to MoFe protein was held at 8:1. Dihydrogen formation was
followed by analysis using a gas chromatograph with a thermal conductivity detector as
an indication of proton reduction activity. This analysis was selected, as it is the default
reduction performed by nitrogenase in the absence of any other substrate. When BchL
was substituted for the Fe protein in these experiments, at the same molar ratio, no sign of
dihydrogen formation was found. In a different experiment, it was determined that BchL
did not interfere with the normal functioning of the Fe protein and MoFe protein in
proton reduction. In this experiment, varying amounts of BchL were added to an Fe
protein-MoFe protein assay and the effects on proton reduction rates were compared to
controls containing no BchL. Even at a BchL to MoFe protein ratio of 20:1, no inhibition
of proton reduction was observed. These results indicate that the BchL is not able to
associate with the MoFe protein, even transiently. It has been shown that the purple
nonsulfur bacteria R. capsulatus is capable of fixing nitrogen during photosynthetic
growth (161). The inability of BchL to support electron transfer to the MoFe protein or
even associate in a competitive manner may indicate that these organisms separate
bacteriochlorophyll biosynthesis from nitrogen fixation and effectively direct reducing
equivalents to these processes independently.
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Cluster Accessibility to Fe Chelation
Based on earlier studies, BchL is proposed to contain a [4Fe-4S] cluster and to
have a nucleotide binding site on each subunit, just like the Fe protein (104, 110). An
important property of the Fe protein is that MgATP binding to the protein induces protein
conformational changes in the protein that result in the exposure of the Fe atoms of the
[4Fe-4S] cluster to metal chelators. This can easily be followed by the time-dependent
increase in absorbance for the formation of an α,α’-dipyridyl-Fe2+ complex stimulated by
the addition of MgATP to the Fe protein. The accessibility of the FeS cluster of BchL
was examined in such an Fe chelation assay, and the impact of the addition of MgATP on
the chelation rate was determined. BchL showed no significant Fe chelation rate in the
absence of MgATP and a very slow chelation in the presence of MgATP. This contrasts
with the significant Fe chelation observed for the Fe protein upon addition of MgATP.
The addition of MgADP instead of MgATP in a parallel assay did not elicit any
significant Fe chelation for either the BchL or Fe proteins over the time frame tested.
Overall Structure
The structure of the R. sphaeroides BchL cocrystallized with MgADP has been
determined and refined to 1.6 Å. BchL is a dimer of identical subunits in its quaternary
structure with each subunit having a α/β domain (Figure 4-1), very similar to the Fe
protein of nitrogenase (52, 53). Each subunit has eight β-sheets at the core of the protein,
flanked by nine α-helices (Figure 4-2A). The twisted β-sheet core of each subunit has
the strand order 8-7-6-1-5-2-4-3, with the core five β-strands (6-1-5-2-4) arranged as
parallel sheets and three β-strands (8, 7, 3) arranged in an orientation anti-parallel to the
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core five β-strands. Comparison of the secondary structure of BchL with that of the Fe
protein shows that the strand order of the β-sheet core is exactly the same between the
two proteins (53) with the same anti parallel strand, β3 at the edge of the β-sheet core.
The [4Fe-4S] cluster is positioned on the 2-fold symmetric axis of the protein and is
coordinated by residues from each of the subunits (Figure 4-1B).

This cluster is

symmetrically coordinated by two Cys residues from each subunit, Cys126 and Cys160
analogous to the coordination of the [4Fe-4S] cluster of the Fe protein. The Cys residues
involved in cluster co-ordination are conserved between BchL and the Fe protein as seen
in amino acid sequence alignments (Figure 4-2B).

Figure 4-1: Overall Structure. (A) Ribbon diagram of the BchL dimer, showing the mixed αhelix/β-sheet topology. The cluster is shown in ball and stick representation, with the Fe atoms in
rust and the sulfur atoms in orange. The ADP is shown in orange as stick representation and the
Mg2+ is shown as a forest green sphere. The P loop is colored yellow, switch I is colored brown
and switch II is colored purple. The 2-fold symmetric axis runs parallel to the plane of the page
and vertically between the subunits. (B) Alternate view of the protein, looking down the 2-fold
axis, showing the [4Fe-4S] cluster and the four coordinating Cys residues, two from each subunit.

The cluster face of the Fe protein interacts directly with MoFe protein during
formation of the nitrogenase complex (11, 16), bringing the [4Fe-4S] cluster in close
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proximity to the P-cluster facilitating electron transfer to the FeMo-cofactor. Presumably
BchL and BchNB function in an analogous manner in bacteriochlorophyll biosynthesis
with the putative docking surface of BchL that interacts with the BchNB also occurring
on the cluster face of the protein. In spite of the similarities between the overall protein
topology between BchL and the Fe protein cocrystallized with MgADP (64), there are
several subtle differences in their quaternary structures that can be estimated by
Secondary Structure Matching (SSM).

Estimates of root mean square deviations

(RMSD) in the Cα positions between the two proteins were calculated using the protein
structure

comparison

service

SSM

at

European

Bioinformatics

Institute

(http://www.ebi.ac.uk/msd-srv/ssm) (150). SSM of the individual subunits of BchL with
the individual subunits of the Fe protein results in root mean square deviation (rmsd)
estimates of 1.6 Å in the Cα positions with a q-square of 0.6 and a total match of ~255
residues. Superimposition of the dimer of BchL on to the dimer of the Fe protein gives
an overall rmsd of 1.9 Å, perhaps reflecting slight differences in the relative juxtaposition
of the subunits of the two proteins with respect to one another. High estimates of rmsd in
Cα positions and the regions of highest variability in the secondary structures of BchL
and the Fe protein align very well with the regions of high B-factor observed for each of
the two proteins. Upon close inspection of the Cα trace of the BchL dimer superimposed
on the Cα trace of the Fe protein dimer, it is observed that the regions of sequence
conservation are also conserved in the quaternary structure (Figure 4-2C). The switch
regions, P loop, and the [4Fe-4S] cluster interface are among the most conserved regions
between the two protein structures as is observed when the two sequences are aligned
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(Figure 4-2B). The dimer interface between the two subunits in both BchL and the Fe
protein seem to overlay on each other with significant similarities in main chain residue
positions.

Figure 4-2: (A) Color ramp of secondary structure elements in rainbow colors with blue
representing residues closer to the N-terminus and red representing the C-terminal end. The
residues ranges for the secondary structure elements were calculated using STRIDE (162). (B)
Amino acid sequence alignment of BchL from R. sphaeroides and Fe protein of A.vinelandii. The
secondary structure presented is of BchL. The residues highlighted using the yellow bar
represent the residues of the Fe protein implicated in interacting with the MoFe protein and the
analogous residues in BchL. (C) Loop representation of the BchL dimer co-crystallized with
MgADP superimposed on the Fe protein dimer co-crystallized with MgADP (64). The overall
BchL dimer is shown in cyan, P loop is colored yellow, switch I is colored brown and switch II is
colored purple. The cluster is shown in ball and sticks representation with Fe atoms colored rust
and sulfur atoms colored orange. The ADP molecule is shown as orange sticks and the Mg2+ is
shown as green spheres. The overall Fe dimer is shown in cyan, P loop is colored yellow-orange,
switch I is colored pink and switch II is colored violet. The cluster is shown in ball and sticks
representation and colored uniformly cyan. The ADP molecule is shown in light-blue and the
Mg2+ is shown as cyan spheres.
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The orientation of the MgADP molecule is quite similar in both proteins as observed
when BchL is superimposed on to the Fe protein cocrystallized with MgADP (64)
(Figure 4-2C). However, the interactions of the nucleotide with the main chain and side
chain residues of the protein differ in the Fe protein compared to BchL, which is further
elaborated later.
The subtle differences in the overall shape and surface of the Fe protein and BchL
are evident from the surface representations in Figure 4-3. In these surface rendered
representations of BchL and the Fe protein, salient features of the structures are
observable. The differences in overall shape between the two proteins and most notably
the differences in the distribution of surface charges on BchL and Fe protein surface are
clearly seen in Figure 4-3. Despite these differences, the calculated isoelectric point (pI)
of BchL ,5.21, is very similar to the pI of the Fe protein, 4.68, determined using the same
method (163).
The [4Fe-4S] Cluster Environment
As in the case of the Fe protein, a single [4Fe-4S] cluster is positioned on the 2fold symmetric axis of BchL and is coordinated by the thiol ligands of Cys126 and
Cys160 from each subunit. At the resolution of the present structure, clear density for
each iron atom and each sulfur atom can be discerned (Figure 4-4A). The cluster
environment consists primarily of residues in the regions of 124-128, 158-162 and switch
II (153-164). Most of the interactions between the cluster and the protein residues are in
the form of NH-S bonds. The sulfur atoms of the cluster are poised to form potential
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NH-S bonds with the amide nitrogen of adjacent residues, Gly127, Gly128, and Gly161
(Figure 4-4B and 4-4C).

Figure 4-3: Relative distribution of charges of BchL (in the left panels) and the Fe protein (on the
right panels) surfaces calculated using APBS (159). The three different views represent
perspective separated by 90° about the horizontal axis including views of the nucleotide binding
face (top), side view (middle), and the [4Fe-4S] cluster face (bottom). Scale showing the charge
distribution from -20 to +20 kT/e, where, red and blue represents negatively and positively
charged residues, respectively. The table in the bottom most panel compares the specific residues
of Fe protein involved during nitrogenase complex formation with analogous residues in BchL.
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The NH-S interactions of the cluster in the Fe protein co-crystallized with MgADP (64)
are observed to be similar to the NH-S interaction of the BchL cluster. Residues in the Fe
protein, viz., Ala98, Gly99 and Gly133, analogous to Gly residues of BchL, are poised to
form potential hydrogen bonds with the sulfur atoms of the cluster.
As observed in the Fe protein (64), the [4Fe-4S] cluster in BchL is located near
the surface of the putative docking face. The cluster is protected by the residues of the
loop connecting β4 and α4 and the loop connecting β5 and the following 310 helix
(Figure 4-3).

Also, the region surrounding the [4Fe-4S] cluster is predominantly

positively charged. In the Fe protein, the cluster is similarly solvent exposed with
residues from the loop connecting β4 and α3 and the loop connecting β5 and the
following 310 helix surrounding the cluster and enclosing it in a positively charged
pocket. Based on these similarities, it would be predicted that the midpoint reduction
potential for the [4Fe-4S]2+/1+ couple of BchL would be similar to that reported for the Fe
protein (-300 mV vs NHE) (74). Phe135 in the switch II region of Fe protein which has
been implicated in being involved in modulating the midpoint potential of the [4Fe-4S]
cluster (118).
The Nucleotide Binding Site
The structure of BchL was obtained by cocrystallizing the protein with MgADP.
During refinement, one MgADP molecule was placed into a nucleotide binding pocket in
each subunit. The two nucleotide binding pockets in the Fe protein and in other related
nucleotide-binding proteins are characterized by three core elements (53, 61, 62) : (a) The
β-sheet core flanked by α-helices, (b) the phosphate-binding P loop, and (c) the two
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Figure 4-4: (A) Stereo-view of 2Fo-Fc map calculated for the [4Fe-4S] cluster and the
coordinating Cys residues. The map is contoured at 1.0σ. (B) Ball and stick representation of the
[4Fe-4S] cluster environment of BchL co-crystallized with MgADP viewed down the 2-fold
symmetric axis. The potential stabilizing NH-S bonds are indicated in dashed lines colored
magenta. In both panels, residues from chain A are labeled in green and from chain B in purple.
(C) Table listing the potential NH-S bonds between the [4Fe-4S] and the protein main chain of Fe
protein and BchL
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switch regions that interact with the γ-phosphate of the nucleotide and the Mg2+. The P
loop region is characterized by the classic GXXXXGKS/T sequence or Walker A motif
(63), found between the residues 38 to 46 in BchL. The refinement quality, the high
resolution and the quality of the final maps show that the MgADP is present at high
occupancy in each of the subunits (Figure 4-5).

Figure 4-5: Stereo-view of 2Fo-Fc map calculated for the MgADP molecule. The Mg2+ is shown
in green and the coordinating water molecules are shown as isolated oxygen molecules in red.
The phosphates are colored cyan and the nitrogen atoms are colored blue. The residue Ser45
from the P loop is shown. The map is contoured at 1.0σ.

The MgADP molecules on each of the subunits are located near the dimer
interface, parallel to the 2-fold symmetric axis (Figure 4-1A). The β-phosphates are
oriented towards the [4Fe-4S] cluster, in an orientation similar to what is observed in the
MgADP-bound structure of the Fe protein (64). The entry of MgADP into the nucleotide
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binding sites is from the protein face opposite to the face housing the [4Fe-4S] cluster.
Channels leading into the nucleotide binding pocket end in regions of significant negative
charge. The bulk of these negative charges is provided by aspartate residues from the
switch I and switch II regions (Asp68, Asp72 and Asp153), which are involved in the
coordination of the Mg2+ ions, either directly or indirectly through water molecules.

Figure 4-6: Stick representation of main chain and side chain interactions at the MgADP binding
site. The residues from the P loop are shown in yellow, from the switch I region in brown, and
the switch II region in purple. The ADP molecule is colored orange with the nitrogen atoms
shown in blue, oxygen in red, and the phosphorous atoms in cyan. The Mg2+ is shown in green
and the coordinating water molecules shown as isolated oxygen molecules in red. In all the
residues, the nitrogen atoms are colored blue and the oxygen atoms red. The protein backbone is
shown as a ribbon in the background. All hydrogen bonds are shown as dashed-lines colored
magenta.

The important interactions of the MgADP molecule with the protein main chain and side
chain atoms in BchL (Figure 4-6) have been compared to the analogous interactions
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observed in the Fe protein (64) and are listed in Table 4-3. Some of the differences
observed include the slightly more extensive interactions of the phosphates of the ADP
with the residues of the P loop and switch I & II regions in the BchL structure than that
observed in the Fe protein structure.

The residues making up the P loop and the

nucleotide switch regions I and II have been assigned on the basis of sequence
conservation between BchL and analogous regions in the Fe protein and these
assignments are supported by BchL mutagenesis studies (110).
The interactions between the protein main chain and the phosphates of the ADP
molecule along with the protein interactions with the adenine ring are important to
maintain the right orientation of the ADP molecule. The Mg2+ is coordinated by three
water molecules and Oγ of Ser45 on the equatorial positions (Figure 4-6). The residues
66-74 make up the switch I which is proposed to communicate nucleotide binding and its
hydrolysis to the putative docking surface. This region interacts with the nucleotide
through Nζ of Lys70 which forms a hydrogen bond with the O2 of the β-phosphate and
through Oγ of Asp68 which interacts with Mg2+. The switch II region of BchL (residues
153-164) is predicted to be responsible for communicating nucleotide binding and
hydrolysis to the [4Fe-4S] cluster. In analogy to the role of Asp 125 in the Fe protein,
Asp153 detects different nucleotide bound states by hydrogen bonding to a water
molecule coordinated to the Mg2+. The nucleotide binding site is linked to the [4Fe-4S]
cluster via Asp153 and cluster ligand Cys160. The entrance to the nucleotide binding
pocket in BchL is well protected by the residues from the loop connecting β7 and α6 and
the loop connecting β8 and α7.
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Table 4-3 : Main chain and side chain interactions at the MgADP site
BchL interactions

Fe protein interactions

Base
Asn211(Oδ1) – ADP(N7)

Distances
2.9

Base
Asn185(Oδ1) – ADP(N7)

Distances
3.1

Asn211(Nδ1) – ADP(N6)

2.9

Asn185(Nδ1) – ADP(N6)

3.2

Arg212(N) – ADP(N6)

3.6

Gln236(Nε1) – ADP(N6)

3.2

Tyr240(OH) – ADP(N6)

3.7

Pro235(O) – ADP(N6)

2.9

Pro212(O) – ADP(N6)

2.9

Pro235(O) – ADP(N1)

3.6

Asp214(N) – ADP(N1)

3.2

Leu237(N) – ADP(N1)

3.0

Asp214(O) – ADP(N1)

3.4

Arg241(N) – ADP(N3)

4.0

Gln218(Oε1) – ADP(N1)

3.1

Ribose
Arg212(NH1) – ADP(O4*)

3.07

Phosphate
Gly41(N) – ADP(O1 B)

3.5

Phosphate
Gly12(N) – ADP(O1 B)

3.5

Ile42(N) – ADP(O1 B)

3.2

Ile13(N) – ADP(O1B )

3.5

Gly43(N) – ADP(O1 B)

3.0

Gly14(N) – ADP(O1B)

3.3

Lys44(N) – ADP(O1 B)

2.8

Lys15(N) – ADP(O1B)

3.0

Lys44(Nζ) – ADP(O1 B)

2.9

Lys15(Nζ) – ADP(O1 B)

3.0

Gly41(N) – ADP(O2 B)

2.9

Gly12(N) – ADP(O2 B)

3.1

Lys70(N ) – ADP(O2 B)

2.9

Lys44(N) – ADP(O3 B)

3.6

Lys15(N) – ADP(O3 B)

3.6

Ser45(N) – ADP(O3 B)

2.9

Ser16(N) – ADP(O3 B)

3.0

Ser45(Oγ) – ADP(O3 B)

2.9

Ser16(Oγ) – ADP(O3 B)

3.1

Lys44(N) – ADP(O1 A)

4.2

Ser45(N) – ADP(O2 A)

3.3

Ser16(N) – ADP(O2 A)

3.0

Thr46(Oγ) – ADP(O2 A)

2.7

Thr17(Oγ) – ADP(O2 A)

3.2

Thr46(N) – ADP(O2 A)

2.8

Thr17(N) – ADP(O2 A)

2.8

Gly43(N) – ADP(O3 A)

3.2

Gly14(N) – ADP(O3 A)

3.2

2+

Mg
Ser45(Oγ) – Mg2+
Ser45(N) – Mg2+
Asp68(Oδ2) – Mg2+

2+

2.1
3.9

Mg
Ser16(Oγ) – Mg2+
Ser16(N) – Mg2+

2.3
4.1

3.8

Asp39(Oδ2) – Mg2+

3.9
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These loops are oriented toward the opening to the nucleotide binding pocket,
together covering the entrance. The opening to the nucleotide binding pocket in the Fe
protein is slightly larger than in BchL. The loop connecting β8 and α7 in the Fe protein
is positioned similar to the loop connecting β8 and α7 in BchL, however, the loop
connecting β7 and α6 in the Fe protein is oriented away from the entrance to the
nucleotide binding pocket (Figure 4-2A). Another noticeable difference between the
nucleotide binding regions of the two proteins is the extent of positive charge
surrounding the entrance to the channels leading into the nucleotide binding pocket.
BchL is predominantly positively charged around the entrance to the nucleotide binding
pocket and this predominance of positive charge is not observed in the Fe protein (Figure
4-3).
Docking Surface
Previously characterized structures of Fe protein-MoFe protein complex (11, 16)
and L127ΔFe protein-MoFe protein complex (128), have revealed that Cys97, Arg100,
Thr104, Gly133, Arg140, Glu141 of the Fe protein interact directly with residues of the
MoFe protein during nitrogenase complex formation. Interestingly, except for Cys97 and
Gly133, these residues are not conserved between the Fe protein and BchL and amino
acid sequence alignments and structural comparisons indicate that the residues Cys126,
Tyr129, Glu133, Gly161, Glu168 and His169 of BchL reside in analogous positions. The
aforementioned residues have largely differing chemical character and are consistent with
the analysis of surface charge of the Fe protein and BchL indicating a significantly
different distribution of charge present at their respective docking faces (Figure 4-3). As
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mentioned previously, the docking face of BchL is significantly more uniformly
positively charged that the Fe protein. This positively charged small patch of residues is
surrounded by neutral residues in BchL with negative charge present only at the
periphery. In contrast, the bulk of the docking face of the Fe protein is composed of
negatively charged residues and with the exception of a small region of positive charge in
the region of the [4Fe-4S] cluster.
The region of switch I including residues 59-69 of the Fe protein has also been
implicated in being important in MoFe protein interactions (164). In this region of switch
I in BchL (residues 88-100), the residues are of very different nature compared to those
of the Fe protein. In place of three alanine residues in Fe protein, there are aspartate
residues in the BchL protein and small side chains of Gly65, Thr66 and Val67 observed
in the Fe protein are present as bulky residues in the analogous positions in BchL , viz,
Phe94, His95, Pro96. These observations are consistent with the biochemical results
indicating that BchL cannot supplant the activity of the Fe protein or does not even
compete with the Fe protein in in vitro nitrogenase assays. The significant difference
observed at the docking surface would result in the incompatibility of the two systems
(nitrogen fixation and dark bacteriochlorophyll biosynthesis). Interestingly, although our
biochemical results clearly indicate that Fe protein and BchL are not functionally
interchangeable, it has been reported that the BchL related ChlL can be substituted by Fe
protein in vivo in the green alga Chlamydomonas reinhardii (165). It is not reported,
however, at what level the Fe protein can support ChlL activity in this study but in line
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with our conclusions there would be no selective pressure to adapt discreet discrimination
between these proteins since green algae do not fix nitrogen.
In addition to the DPOR system, there are several less characterized enzymatic
systems homologous to the nitrogenase system, namely, the COR system (BchXYZ
proteins) (166, 167), which, like DPOR, also catalyzes the reduction of a double bond in
chlorophyll biosynthesis, and the Nfl proteins (168), whose exact function remains
unclear. Further characterization of the COR system and Nfl proteins will most likely
reveal the structural differences that result in specific interaction of their component
proteins and will further elucidate key differences between these homologous enzyme
systems that allow each to specifically and exclusively interact with their partner
proteins. The notable differences between the docking surface of BchL and the Fe
protein might serve to discriminate the otherwise common architecture found in these
homologous proteins, and thus enable their exclusive interaction with partner proteins.
Because these enzyme systems may be coexpressed in many organisms, COR and DPOR
in phototrophic diazotrophs and Nfl proteins in methanogenic diazotrophs and the
reactions these systems catalyze are energy-dependent, the ability of organisms to
efficiently and exclusively shuttle energy and electrons to the necessary enzymatic
systems would be highly dependent on the ability of these related systems to operate
independently without unproductive cross talk. The comparison of the Fe protein and
BchL structures described herein indicates that key differences in the region of the
proteins that interactions that support the complex formation are the basis for
discriminating electron flow to their respective substrates.
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Summary and Conclusions
In the present study, BchL from R. sphaeroides expressed in A. vinelandii has
been purified to homogeneity. The structural and biochemical characterization of BchL
and the subsequent comparisons to the Fe protein indicate that there are a number of
features that are common to both proteins as anticipated but also reveal interesting key
difference in the biochemical properties and structural features.

The results indicate

similar iron content and a similar structural environment of the [4Fe-4S] cluster for both
BchL and the Fe protein, however, they exhibit distinct differences in the susceptibility of
the cluster to the MgATP-dependent iron chelation with the BchL exhibiting significantly
lower susceptibility in comparison to the Fe protein. While BchL and the Fe protein
share many common structural features, BchL was unable to substitute for the role for the
Fe protein in nitrogenase assays. The overall structure of BchL is very similar to the Fe
protein, although there are some differences in the overall shape of the two proteins and
significant differences in surface charge especially at the sites for protein-protein
interactions with their respective partners (BchNB and MoFe protein).

The studies

provide a strong foundation for future mutagenesis experiments to probe the role of
specific amino acid residues in discriminating their respective functions.
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CHAPTER 5
STRUCTURAL CHARACTERIZATION OF NUCLEOTIDE-FREE BCHL: A
COMPARATIVE STUDY OF NUCLEOTIDE DEPENDENT CONFORMATIONAL
CHANGES IN BCHL AND FE PROTEIN
Introduction
Central to the process of photosynthesis is the conversion of light energy into
chemical energy using photochemical reaction centers, a process known as
chlorophototrophy. Two classes of naturally abundant pigments are the chlorophylls
(Chls) and bacteriochlorphylls (Bchs) which are Mg-containing marcocyclic tetrapyroles
(2). Biosynthesis of Chls/ Bchs is an important metabolic activity in the ecosphere and
proceeds through a complex system of enzymatic steps. The process starts from
glutamate to form protoporphyrin IX which in turn forms the central metabolite for the
generation of all marcocyclic tetrapyroles. The generation of Chl/ Bch proceeds through
the Mg-specific branch of the biosynthesis and the pathway consists of six steps:
insertion of a magnesium ion into the porphyrin ring, methylation of the C-15-propionyl
group, formation of an isocyclic ring, reduction of ring D, reduction of the 8-vinyl group
and esterification of the C-17 propionyl group with phytol (85). The reaction step
involving reduction of the D ring is the rate limiting step among the core pathway of
Chl/Bch biosynthesis and takes place at the stage of protochlorophyllide (PChlide) being
converted to chlorophyllide (Chlide) by the stereo-specific trans-reduction of the C-17,C18 bond (2, 85). The rate limiting step of PChlide reduction to Chlide is carried out by
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two different enzymes, one is Light-dependent PChlide Reductase (LPOR) and the other
is Light-independent PChlide oxidoreductase (DPOR) (2, 85, 87).
LPOR (EC 1.3.1.33) has been extensively studied and is a nuclear encoded and
plastid-localized NADPH and light dependent short chain dehydrogenase encoded by the
por gene. This enzyme catalyzes a light induced electron transfer and the formation of an
ion radical of Pchlide (85, 89, 90). Light-independent (dark) Pchlide reductase (DPOR)
on the other hand exists as a multi component enzyme, encoded by three different genes,
bchL/chlL, bchB/chlB and bchN/chlN in organism that have functional DPOR (91-95).
The DPOR component proteins, BchL/ChlL, BchN/ChlN and BchB/ChlB share
considerable primary sequence identity with the Fe protein and MoFe protein of
nitrogenase encoded by the nifH, nifD, and nifK genes (85, 97) and are highly oxygen
sensitive.
Nitrogenase is the enzyme responsible for the conversion of molecular nitrogen to
ammonia and exists in three different forms; molybdenum, vanadium and iron forms,
each with unique metal cluster at the sites of nitrogen binding and reduction (9). The
molybdenum form of the enzyme is by far the most extensively studied of all forms and
is a two-component metalloenzyme. One of the components of nitrogenase is called the
Fe protein and it is the unique electron donor to the other component called the MoFe
protein that houses the sites of nitrogen binding and reduction. Fe protein is a ~60kDa
homodimer that houses a single [4Fe-4S] cubane at the subunit interface and has one
nucleotide binding site per subunit. This component transfers electrons to the ~230 kDa
MoFe protein concomitant with nucleotide hydrolysis during inter-component complex
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association. The MoFe protein is a complex α2/β2 heteroteramer with two unique metal
clusters. The P-clusters are [8Fe-7S] clusters at the interface of α and β subunits. The
other cluster is called the FeMo-cofactor that is buried in the α-subunit and has the
composition [7Fe-9S-Mo] and is coordinated by a homocitrate. Each αβ heterodimer
functions as an independent catalytic unit along with one Fe protein. During catalysis,
the two components transiently associate to facilitate electron transfer from Fe protein to
the MoFe protein in a nucleotide-dependent manner, as mentioned earlier, and dissociate
upon MgATP hydrolysis. This process is repeated till the MoFe protein accumulates
enough electrons to reduce the substrate. Structures of the Fe protein and the MoFe
protein have been determined crystallographically (11, 16, 52, 53, 64, 128) and studied
using small angle x-ray scattering (152) furthering our understanding of the nucleotide
dependent conformational changes required for the catalytic function of the enzyme.
Extensive genetic analysis of DPOR components have shown that BchL shares up
to 30% sequence identity with Fe protein, with the ATP-binding domain and the cluster
ligands being conserved (102, 103). EPR studies on BchL indicated the presence of one
[4Fe-4S] cluster per BchL dimer (104) and homology model of BchL based on sequence
similarity to Fe protein predicted the cluster to be bridged between the subunits, ligated
by the conserved Cys residues (110). The other components of DPOR, the N proteins
(BchN/ChlN) and the B proteins (BchB/ChlB) share amino acid sequence similarity with
NifD and NifK proteins, respectively (97, 105), however, the active site of BchNB
protein is quite divergent from the catalytic site of nitrogenase (85, 97). There have been
other studies establishing a reliable in vitro activity assay (87) and these studies have
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shown that BchL functions to transfer electrons to BchNB in a nucleotide dependent
manner in the presence of a reductant like dithionite. There has been considerable interest
in the elucidation of nucleotide dependent function of BchL to increase our understanding
of a system that uses such a mechanism to transfer electrons in a biological system. The
structural and functional homology of BchL with the Fe protein has prompted several
complementation studies.

In one such complementation assay, Fe protein from

Klebsiella pneumoniae was used to get partial restoration of DPOR activity in
Chlamydomonas reinhardtii (165). Previous studies have also shown that nitrogenase
components from different sources are compatible with each other in a nitrogenase in
vitro assay (160). The study revealed that the Fe protein from Rhodospirillum rubrum,
which shares significant sequence identity to that of R. sphaeroides, was able to support
nitrogen fixation with the MoFe protein from A. vinelandii. Other studies have shown
that the purple nonsulfur bacteria R. capsulatus is capable of fixing nitrogen during
photosynthetic growth (161), which have prompted further interest in the mechanism
used by these organisms to effectively direct reducing equivalents to both
bacteriochlorophyll biosynthesis and nitrogen fixation independently. Structural
characterization of the components of DPOR, especially of BchL, offers a model system
to understand nucleotide dependent electron transfer in a multi-component enzyme
system and compare it to nitrogenase to understand nucleotide requirement for the
reduction of high energy chemical bonds.
Towards the goal of structural characterization of BchL, the MgADP bound
structure of BchL was determined recently (169). The structure was compared to the
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MgADP bound structure of the Fe protein (64) and the salient differences between the
two proteins were analyzed. The study revealed a protein topology of BchL very similar
to that seen for Fe protein, with a mixed α-helix/ β-sheet domain which is typical of
nucleotide binding proteins. As expected from EPR studies and sequence analysis, there
is one [4Fe-4S] cluster on the two-fold symmetric axis of the protein ligated by Cys126
and Cys160, from each subunit. The comparison showed a high degree of structural
similarity between the homologous proteins, as anticipated from the amino acid sequence
analysis. Given that previous studies showed that Fe protein can partially restore DPOR
activity (165), the ability of BchL to serve as an electron donor to the MoFe protein of A.
vinelandii was investigated using a standard nitrogenase proton reduction assay under an
argon atmosphere with a MgATP regeneration system. The studies showed that when
BchL was substituted for the Fe protein in these experiments, at 8:1 molar ratio of BchL
to MoFe protein, no sign of dihydrogen formation was found. The study also included
experiments in which the ability of BchL to compete with Fe protein to associate with
MoFe protein were investigated and found that even at a BchL to MoFe protein ratio of
20:1, no inhibition of proton reduction was observed indicating that BchL is not able to
associate with the MoFe protein, even transiently.
The cluster properties of BchL were also studied and the time-dependent reaction
of the Fe protein or BchL with the iron chelator α,α’-dipyridyl was carried out as
described by Walker and Mortenson (124, 170). Earlier studies with Fe protein shows
that MgATP binding to the protein induces protein conformational changes that result in
the exposure of the Fe atoms of the [4Fe-4S] cluster to metal chelators which can be
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easily followed by the time-dependent increase in absorbance for the formation of an
α,α’-dipyridyl-Fe2+ complex stimulated by the addition of MgATP to the Fe protein.
Similar studies with BchL showed no significant Fe chelation rate in the absence of
MgATP and a very slow chelation in the presence of MgATP (169).
Given the overall structural similarity, it was of interest to investigate the reason
for the inability of BchL to affect electron transfer to MoFe protein and also for the
differential cluster behavior to chelation with α,α’-dipyridyl. As anticipated, the ATPbinding motif of BchL and Fe protein is structurally similar with the nucleotide
interactions with the protein conserved between the two proteins.

The cluster

environments of the two proteins are very similar as well, with the NH-S bonds and the
bond lengths being conserved. The main area of difference was found in the component
docking site on the cluster face of the protein where BchL was found to be relatively
more positively charged than Fe protein (169). This difference in the charge distribution
on the BchL and Fe protein surface has been proposed as the basis for the inability of
cross talk between the DPOR system and nitrogenase in organisms like purple non-sulfur
bacteria that are known to fix nitrogen and photosynthesize.
In the present study, we have characterized the structure of the as-isolated BchL
protein to 2.4 Å and have compared the new structure with the already characterized
MgADP bound structure of BchL to investigate the conformational changes induced in
the protein by the presence of the nucleotide. We have further extended our analysis by
carrying out solution phase small-angle x-ray scattering (SAXS) studies on the different
nucleotide bound forms of the protein. Our previous experience of characterizing the
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MgATP bound state of the Fe protein allowed us to answer certain vital questions about
the structure of the catalytically active conformation of the Fe protein, albeit at a lower
resolution (152). Using the similar experimental set up and parameters, in this study, we
have characterized the different nucleotide bound states and nucleotide-free state of BchL
and compared the results with the low resolution structures of Fe protein obtained using
SAXS. This study offers insights into the specific residue movements in BchL as it goes
from one nucleotide-free to nucleotide-bound state and of overall global conformation of
the MgATP bound state of BchL.
Materials and Methods
Materials Used
All reagents were obtained from Sigma-Aldrich (St. Louis, MO) and were used as
provided unless specified otherwise. Nitrogenase Fe protein was expressed and purified
from strain DJ884 as previously described (49). Cells of A vinelandii were grown on a
derivation of Burk’s media (final concentration of 60 mM sucrose, 800 μM
MgSO4·7H2O, 600 μM CaCl2·2H2O, 18 μM FeSO4·7H2O, 1 μM Na2MoO4·2H2O, 1.5
mM KH2PO4, and 4.5 mM K2HPO4) that was supplemented with fixed nitrogen as either
ammonium acetate (2.6 mM) or urea (concentrations up to 10 mM). Where appropriate,
streptomycin (0.5 mg/L) was included in solid media (1.3% bacto-agar).
Purification of BchL
Cells of Av-BchL4 were grown in a 100 L fermentor at the Center for Integrated
Biosystems at Utah State University using Burk’s media (above) supplemented with 10
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mM urea as described earlier (169). All purification steps were performed in the absence
of oxygen under argon utilizing degassed buffers supplemented with 2 mM sodium
dithionite, similar to the techniques used to purify the MoFe protein of nitrogenase from
A. vinelandii (141). The purified BchL protein was judged to be greater than 85% pure
based on analysis by SDS gels stained with Coomassie blue. The molecular mass was
determined by mass spectroscopy as 33,376.7 Da, which is in good agreement with the
predicted mass of 33,311.8 Da from the sequence. Protein concentrations were
determined by the Biuret method with bovine serum albumin (BSA) as the standard. All
manipulation of proteins was done in septum-sealed serum vials under an argon
atmosphere and gas and liquid transfers were done with gas-tight syringes. BchL was
used at final concentrations near 85 mg/mL.
Protein Crystallization and Data Collection.
Purified BchL was diluted to a final concentration of 85 mg/mL in 50mM Tris
buffer at pH 7.8 with 350 mM NaCl and 2 mM dithionite prior to crystallization. The
conditions for crystallization were initially identified using sparse matrix screens (155).
Crystals were grown under anaerobic conditions in a nitrogen atmosphere glove box
(UniLAB, MBRAUN, NH) using a micro-capillary batch diffusion method (52) with
20% - 22% PEG 4000 as the precipitating agent, with 80 mM sodium acetate trihydrate
(pH 4.6), 16 mM ammonium sulfate and 20% glycerol as cryo-protectant. The crystals
were flash cooled in liquid nitrogen on rayon loops and data was collected on beam line
9-1 at the Stanford Synchrotron Radiation Laboratory under a continuous flow of liquid
nitrogen at 100K. A single wavelength data set was collected λ = 0.95 up to a resolution
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2.4 Å. The data was integrated using DENZO and scaled using SCALPACK of the
HKL2000 software package (142), the unit cell parameters and data statistics are
summarized in Table 1. Calculation of the Matthews coefficient (143, 144) and
consideration of reasonable solvent content of the crystals suggested that each
asymmetric unit likely contains two BchL dimer.
Structure Determination and Refinement
AutoMR of CCP4 suite of programs (146) was used to accomplish molecular
replacement using the structure of the MgADP bound BchL (PDB ID: 3END) (169) as
the starting model. The search resulted in a solution with Rcryst of 45.0% and correlation
coefficient of 55%, and the model was further refined in REFMAC5 (147) to improve the
quality of the model. The refinement runs made use of medium NCS restraints (medium
for main chains and loose for side chains), B-factor restraints and 6 screw (TLS) tensors
(per polypeptide chain). The final model was refined to Rcryst of 24.5% and obeys good
stereochemistry with 100% of the residues in the allowed regions of the Ramchandran
plot (148) and no residues in the disallowed regions. (Table1).

The structure has

complete c-terminus in all the four subunits in the asymmetric unit, however, residues
238 to 241 are missing in chain E. Also, in the present structure we start to see more of
the N-terminus compared to the previous structure (169), chain A has residues 28 to 297,
while chain B has residues 25 to 297 and chain E starts from residue 29.
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Sample Preparation for SAXS
All samples for the SAXS experiments were prepared in a glove box (Vacuum
Atmospheres, Hawthome, MA) operating under a N2 atmosphere at less than 1 ppm of
oxygen in buffers containing 20% glycerol and 5 mM dithionite that had been degassed
under vacuum in sealed Wheaton™ vials in an atmosphere of 100% N2. To insure the
integrity of MgADP- and MgATP-bound samples, they were prepared as described in our
earlier work (152). Protein samples were run at three different concentrations to test for
effects of aggregation and repulsive inter-particle interference.
Data Collection and Calibration
SAXS data were collected at Beam Line 4-2 (129) at the Stanford Synchrotron
Radiation Laboratory (SSRL) on three different occasions. For data collections in which
all of the data presented herein were recorded, a continuous flow cell incorporating a thin
wall x-ray capillary was used. The flow cell was attached to a computer controlled
syringe dispenser (Hamilton 500 series, 250 μL syringe) via oxygen impermeable tubing,
and the samples were injected into the flow cell system from sealed vials under mildly
positive N2 pressure to maintain anaerobic conditions.

The sample volume for each run

was 80 μL and the dispenser was set in a continuous loop to allow the sample to flow 30
μL in the forward and reverse direction (4 μL/sec) relative to the x-ray beam position.
The continuous flow of the sample evenly distributed 20 x-ray exposures, each lasting 10
seconds, over the majority of the sample aliquot. In order to maintain anaerobic
conditions throughout the experiments, the flow cell was flushed with anoxic buffer
between each run.
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Table 5-1: Data Statistics
Cell dimensions

a = 97.87 Å
b = 109.27 Å
c = 113.69 Å
α = β = γ = 90.00°

space group

P212121

Wavelength (Å)

λ1 = 0.88557

Resolution (Å)

50 – 2.4

Completeness (%)

97.7 (94.7)a

Observed reflections

224528

Unique reflections

109338 (10028)

Average redundancy

3.8 (3.3)

I/σ

24.5 (3.1)

Rsymb (%)

5.6 (34.0)

Refinement Statistics
Resolution (Å)

35.8 – 2.3

Rcyrstc

(%)

24.5

Rfree (%)

30.9

c

Real Space CCd (%)
2

93.8

Mean B Value (Å )

40.6

Coordinate Error (based on
maximum likelihood, Å)

0.51

RMSD from ideality:
Bonds (Å)

0.007

Angles (°)

0.989

Ramchandran statisticse:
Most favored (%)

96.2

Additional allowed (%)

3.8

a

Numbers in parenthesis refer to the highest resolution shell.
Rsym=100*ΣhΣi|Ii(h)-<I(h)>|/ΣhI(h) where Ii(h) is the ith measurement of reflection h
and <I(h)> is the average value of the reflection intensity.
c
Rcryst = Σ||Fo|-|Fc||/Σ|Fo| where Fo and Fc are the observed and calculated structure
factor amplitudes used in refinement. Rfree is calculated as Rcryst, but using the "test"
set of structure factor amplitudes that were withheld from refinement.
d
Correlation coefficient (CC) is agreement between the model and 2mFo-DFc electron
density map.
e
Calculated using Molprobity (145)
b
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The capillary cell was maintained at 20 °C throughout the measurements. The detector
pixels were calibrated to the momentum transfer Q, which equals 4πsin(θ)/λ (θ is one
half of the scattering angle and λ is the wavelength) using the (100) and related higher
order reflections from a cholesterol myristate or silver behanate powder sample.
Lysozyme was used as a calibration standard for experimental setup and measured
intensities as described previously (152).
Data Analysis
The two dimensional images from the detector were azimuthally integrated,
scaled for beam intensifies, frame-averaged and background-subtracted with MarParse
(129) to obtain the scattering curves. Each experimental run was carried out at least in
duplicate to ensure reproducibility. In addition, scattering curves of each corresponding
buffer and nucleotide solution were subtracted from the individual protein scattering
curves to eliminate any scattering contributions of the buffer solution. Radii of gyration
(Rg) values for both Fe protein and BchL samples (both nucleotide-free and nucleotidebound states) were obtained from the Guinier plots using the first 20 intensity points
beyond the beam stop in the Q range of 0.023 - 0.052 Å-1. The electron pair distance
distribution function, P(r), was calculated using GNOM (133). In these calculations,
scattering intensity points in the Q range ~ 0.02 - 0.3 Å-1 were used. The maximum
distance (Dmax) values of 70 and 80 Å were assumed for the Fe protein and BchL
calculations, respectively, with consideration for the missing N-terminus on BchL in
crystal structure.
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Results and Discussion
Overall Structure Comparison
The overall structure of BchL in the nucleotide-free state is not very different
from what is seen in the MgADP bound state of the protein (169), with each subunit
having the typical mixed α/β domain seen in similar nucleotide binding proteins (Figure
5-1A). The unit cell parameters of the crystals obtained for this form of the protein have
two extended edges to accommodate the second BchL dimer in the asymmetric unit,
although the protein crystallizes in the same space group. Previous attempts to soak in
nucleotide into the already formed crystals of nucleotide-free BchL resulted in the
disruption of the crystals, suggesting some level of conformational change between the
two states of the protein. The overall structure of BchL is described in detail in our
earlier work (169), highlighting the eight β-sheeted core flanked by nine α-helices,
similar to what is seen in the Fe protein (52, 53).

One [4Fe-4S] cluster is easily

discernible per BchL dimer in the asymmetric unit. As described earlier (169), the cluster
is symmetrically coordinated by two Cys residues from each subunit, Cys126 and Cys160
(Figure 1B). The Fo-Fc maps clearly show the nucleotide missing in the binding site.
Although the structure of BchL in the nucleotide-free state is essentially the same as that
observed in the MgADP bound state, there is noticeable rearrangement of position of
residues involved in coordinating the nucleotide. The other region that shows significant
movement of residues in the nucleotide-free state compared to the MgADP bound state is
in the region around the [4Fe-4S] cluster. The loop regions of each subunit flanking one
side of the cluster show significant movement, explained in detailed later in manuscript.
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Figure 5-1: Overall Structure. (A) Ribbon diagram of the BchL dimer, showing the mixed αhelix/β-sheet topology. The cluster is shown in ball and stick representation, with the Fe atoms in
rust and the sulfur atoms in orange. The 2-fold symmetric axis runs parallel to the plane of the
page and vertically between the subunits. (B) Alternate view of the protein, looking down the 2fold axis, showing the [4Fe-4S] cluster and the four coordinating Cys residues in lime, two from
each subunit.

Secondary structure matching (SSM) of the quaternary structure of nucleotidefree BchL with MgADP bound BchL offers insights to understand the degree of
similarity between the structure of the protein in the two states. Estimates of root mean
square deviations (rmsd) in the Cα positions between the two structures calculated using
the protein structure comparison service SSM at European Bioinformatics Institute
(http://www.ebi.ac.uk/msd-srv/ssm) (150) gave an estimate of 1.3 Å when a single
subunit of the nucleotide-free structure was compared to the single subunit of MgADP
bound BchL (Figure 2A). When the entire dimer of nucleotide-free BchL is aligned to
the dimer of MgADP bound BchL, some movement about the hinge region is observed
with the nucleotide-free BchL having a slightly more closed structure compared to the
MgADP bound structure. This trend of the protein assuming a more open structure going
from as-isolated to the catalytically inactive MgADP bound state is the opposite of what
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is observed for Fe protein (152), where the MgADP state is the most compact
confrmation. Estimates of root mean square deviations (rmsd) in the Cα positions using
SSM for nucleotide-free Fe protein (53) and MgADP bound Fe protein (64) show very
small estimates of >1 Å, suggesting very small movement around the hinge region. This
comparison leads to the prediction that the conformational changes in BchL in the
nucleotide bound and nucleotide-free state is different as compared to Fe protein. Hence,
Bchl offers an ideal model for comparison of nucleotide-dependent conformational
changes with Fe protein that can be studies using SAXS.
The Nucleotide-Binding Site
The nucleotide-binding site of BchL has been well characterized in our earlier
study (169). From in vitro studies, it was known that BchL required the presence of
MgATP for its electron transfer function (87). Also, from amino acid sequence analysis,
the residues important for ATP binding had been predicted and mutagenesis studies had
identified certain residues important for catalysis (110). The structural characterization
of BchL co-crystallized with MgADP allowed for the precise identification of residues
important in nucleotide-binding and stabilization (169).

The structure allowed the

identification of the important P loop region that interacts with the α- and β- phosphates
of the nucleotide and the two switch regions that interact with the γ-phosphate and the
Mg2+. In the present structure, nucleotide binding site is devoid of electron density. The
residues that directly interact with the nucleotide in the MgADP bound BchL structure
show dramatic movement, as highlighted in Figure 5-2B. Overall comparisons of the
structures show movement of the protein backbone around the nucleotide binding region,
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especially the P loop which undergoes significant movement. The region from residues
42-46 make most of the direct interactions with the α- and β- phosphates of the
nucleotide. The protein main chain in this region shows movement by 1.4 up to 2.0 Å in
to the nucleotide binding region in the nucleotide-free structure, when compared to the
same region in the MgADP bound BchL structure (Figure 5-2B).
On closer inspection of the residues from the functionally important switch
regions, specific residues like Asp68 and Lys70 from the switch I region and Asp 153
from the switch II region, show significant movement. Based on sequence comparison to
the Fe protein, the switch I region (residues 66-74) of BchL is involved in
communicating nucleotide-binding and hydrolysis to component docking surface on the
cluster face of the protein, while th switch II (residues 153-164) region is important in
communicating nucleotide binding to the cluster.

Switch I communicates to the

nucleotide through Nζ of Lys70 which forms a hydrogen bond with the O2 of the βphosphate and through Oγ of Asp68 which interacts with Mg2+. In the present structure,
this region shows significant residue movement. Secondary structure overlay of
nucleotide-free BchL on MgADP bound BchL shows that Lys70 in the presence of the
nucleotide is moved by 1 Å in to the nucleotide binding pocket so that the Nζ of Lys70 is
3.9 Å form the O2 of the β-phosphate. The Nζ of Lys70 is at 2.8 Å from the O2 of the βphosphate in the MgADP bound BchL structure. The Oγ of Asp68 shows movement of
~1 Å into the nucleotide binding pocket in the nucleotide-free structure (Figure 5-2B).
The switch II region of BchL is made up by the residues in the range 153-164 predicted
to be responsible for communicating nucleotide binding and hydrolysis to the [4Fe-4S]
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cluster. Asp153 detects different nucleotide bound states by hydrogen bonding to a water
molecule coordinated to the Mg2+ and links the nucleotide binding site to the [4Fe-4S]
cluster via cluster ligand Cys160. This residue undergoes very slight movement as the
protein goes from nucleotide-free to MgADP bound state as reflected in the comparison
of the two structures.
The Cluster Environment and the Docking Surface
BchL had a single [4Fe-4S] cluster positioned on the 2-fold symmetric axis of the
protein coordinated by the thiol ligands of Cys126 and Cys160 from each subunit. The
cluster is protected on all sides by the protein except on the solvent exposed face which is
also the docking face of the protein. Such positioning of the cluster is observed in the Fe
protein in nitrogenase as well (64), and is considered important for intracomponent
electron transfer. The cluster environment consists primarily of residues in the regions of
124-128, 158-162 and switch II (153-164) as observed in the MgADP bound structure
(169). Most of the interactions between the cluster and the protein residues are in the
form of NH-S bonds. The sulfur atoms of the cluster are poised to form potential NH-S
bonds with the amide nitrogen of adjacent residues, Gly127, Gly128, and Gly161 (Figure
5-2C).

The environment around the cluster undergoes considerable change in the

nucleotide bound state compared to the nucleotide-free state of BchL (Figure 5-2C). The
residues of the loop connecting β4 and α4 and the loop connecting β5 and the following
310 helix are primarily involved in protecting the [4Fe-4S] cluster in BchL and these
residues show conformational changes as evidenced in the secondary structure matching
of the two states of BchL (Figure 5-2A). The residues of switch II (153-164) show
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maximum movement altering the NH-S bonds by up to 1 Å. This kind of movement
would be important for altering the environment of the cluster as it goes through the
different oxidation states.
The docking face of BchL is on the cluster face by analogy to Fe protein. This
surface is expected to interact with BchNB during interconponent electron transfer. The
movement of residues around the cluster results in altering the conformation of the
docking surface which would be important for making the necessary interactions during
component association. Hence, the change in docking surface conformation would be
responsible for ensuring that only in the active state, BchL can interact with BchNB.
SAXS Studies on BchL
The availabile of the structures of BchL provide models to explore the
conformational changes induced in the obligate electron donor in the DPOR enzyme
system which is homologous to nitrogenase. The nucleotide-free and MgADP bound
BchL showed very little overall conformational change of the protein. It is of interest to
investigate the structure of MgATP bound BchL to understand the mechanism that
switches the protein into the “on state”. In absence of available crystals, our previous
work with Fe protein of nitrogenase has shown that SAXS studies can give information
on the overall conformation of the protein that can in turn shed light on the mechanism of
conformational changes induced by nucleotide binding and hydrolysis. Theoretical Rg
values calculated using CRYSOL (132) from the crystal structure of nucleotide-free and
MgADP bound BchL gave very similar values of 23.3 Å for each. This is smaller than
the value obtained for Fe protein which comes to ~25.3 Å.
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Figure 5-2: (A) Cartoon representation of single subunit of nucleotide-free BchL shown in cyan
structurally aligned to MgADP bound BchL, shown in orange. The regions showing maximum
residue positional change between the two structures are highlighted in yellow boxes and the
details of each region are shown in B &C. (B) Nucleotide-binding region of nucleotide-free BchL
aligned to MgADP bound BchL, with residues important in coordinating the nucleotide show in
stick representation for both structures. The residues coordinating the adenine ring are colored
salmon, residues of the P-loop region shown in limegreen, residues from switch I region in slate
and residues of the switch II region in olive for the nucleotide-free BchL. For the MgADP bound
BchL, residues coordinating the adenine ring are colored cyan, the residues of the P-loop region
colored yellow, from the switch I region in pink, and the switch II region in brown. The ADP
molecule is shown in stick representation with the carbon atoms in grey, the nitrogen atoms
shown in blue, oxygen in red, and the phosphorous atoms in cyan. The Mg2+ is shown in black
and in all the residues, the nitrogen atoms are colored blue and the oxygen atoms red. The protein
backbone is shown as a ribbon in the background. (C) Stick representation of the [4Fe-4S]
cluster environment of nucleotide-free BchL structurally aligned to MgADP bound BchL viewed
down the 2-fold symmetric axis. The potential stabilizing NH-S bonds are indicated in dashed
lines colored for red MgADP bound BchL and in magenta for nucleotide-free BchL. The residues
numbers and the respective chains are indicated. The residues from nucleotide-free BchL are
colored salmon while residues from MgADP bound BchL are colored cyan.
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This smaller Rg value for BchL can be accounted for the missing 29 residues on the Nterminus in the crystal structure. Our previous studies with Fe protein of nitrogenase has
shown that global conformation of the Fe protein changes very slightly in the different
nucleotide binding states and the nucleotide-free state. The MgATP bound state of BchL
was probed using SAXS and compared to the already characterized crystal structures in
order to gain insights into the conformational change induced by nucleotide binding and
hydrolysis.
Very little is known about the nucleotide involvement for BchL function, except
that MgATP is required for the in vitro activation of the DPOR protein. From homology
considerations, BchL is proposed to function similarly to Fe protein. Gaining insights
into the global structure of BchL offers a second system to confirm the proposed
mechanism of electron transfer observed in nitrogenase. Due to the similar size of BchL
to the Fe protein, all experiments were carried out at protein concentration of 5mg/ml and
this concentration range gave good signal to noise ratio for the scattering signal. The
initial experiments were aimed at investigating solution behavior of BchL and comparing
it with the Fe protein. As evident from the scattering curves (Figure 5-3), BchL is
globular in solution, similar to the Fe protein. Under the experimental conditions, the
protein is stable through the data collection with no observed aggregation. Although the
theoretical Rg value obtained for BchL is 23.3 Å, the Guinier approximation using the
experimental scattering curves give a value of 28.4 Å, which is about 3 Å larger than the
experimental Rg value for the Fe protein (25.1 Å). This larger value of Rg for BchL in
solution can be accounted for by the extended N-terminus on BchL that is missing in the
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crystal structure. The recombinant BchL used for the experiments has a 7-His tag on the
N-terminus which is expected to be disordered and would also account for the larger Rg
value observed in solution.
Once it was established that the protein was well behaved under the experimental
conditions and the scattering curves of BchL and Fe protein were comparable, the
nucleotide induced behavior of BchL in solution was investigated. BchL was incubated
with an excess of either MgATP or MgADP for five to ten minutes prior to data
collection. Using the parameters from our previous work (152), it was made sure that the
protein nucleotide binding site was saturated with MgATP or MgADP. The significant
molar excess of MgATP and the short time of incubation prior to data collection insured
that BchL would be predominantly in the MgATP-bound form.

A

B

Figure 5-3: A) Experimental scattering curves of nucleotide-free native Fe protein in blue and
nucleotide-free BchL (5 mg/mL) represented in pink. B) Electron pair distribution function plots
generated from the scattering curves in (A) with calculated Rg values for the nucleotide free forms
of the native Fe protein (blue) and BchL (pink).
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The scattering curves for BchL (5 mg/mL) in the absence of nucleotides and in
the presence of 5 mM MgADP or MgATP (>50-fold) are shown in figure 5-4A. As is
evident from the scattering curves, the structure of BchL at the low resolution of the
scattering experiment, in the presence of either MgADP or MgATP, resembles the native
state and does not undergo much conformational change as is seen previously in case of
the Fe protein of nitrogenase (152). The estimations of the radius of gyration for BchL in
both the MgADP and MgATP bound state are very similar (~27.0) to that obtained for
BchL in the absence of nucleotide, with the MgADP bound state showing a little larger
conformation (Figure 5-4B). This trend is opposite of what is seen in the Fe protein
where the MgADP conformation is the most compact of the three; MgADP bound,
MgATP bound and nucleotide-free conformations; characterized for the protein (152).
These studies indicate similar behavior of BchL to the Fe protein with respect to
the protein undergoing very minimal overall structural changes in the presence and
absence of nucleotides. As evident from the comparison of the crystal structures of
MgADP and nucleotide free BchL and Fe protein, the major alterations in the protein as a
result of nucleotide binding, is affected in the functionally important regions like cluster
environment and the nucleotide-binding site. These specific residue movements would
be important in making interaction during intercomponent docking but does not affect the
overall shape of the protein. Previous work with Fe protein (11) led to proposal that Fe
protein interacts with MoFe at specific site in the different catalytic conformation.
However, the overall conformation of the protein needs to remain same since the
conformation of the interaction pocket on the MoFe protein is not expected to change.
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However, slight movement of residues on the docking surface of the Fe protein as the
protein goes from the MgATP bound to the MgADP bound state would allow the
component proteins to tightly regulate the specific interactions between the interacting
component proteins.

A

B

Figure 5-4: A) Experimental scattering curves of nucleotide-free BchL (pink), along with
nucleotide bound conformations of 5 mg/mL BchL incubated with 5 mM MgATP (orange),
MgADP (purple). B) Pair distribution function plots generated from the scattering curves (A)
with calculated Rg values for the BchL with MgATP (orange) and MgADP (purple) and
nucleotide-free (pink).

Our results from the SAXS studies on the Fe protein support this hypothesis and
the results of the SAXS studies on BchL form a strong basis for proposing a similar
mechanism of interaction between BchL and BchNB.

The trend in the nucleotide

induced conformational change in BchL is opposite of that observed for Fe protein with
the MgADP conformation being the least compact conformation compared to the
nucleotide-free and MgATP bound state.

Such subtle difference in structure

complemented by the difference in charge distribution on the docking surface might serve
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as a mechanism to maintain specificity of interaction for the partner proteins in both
nitrogenase and DPOR.
Summary and Conclusions
In the present study, the crystal structure of nucleotide-free BchL (2.4 Å) has been
presented. The extensive study of nucleotide-free BchL and its comparison with the
already characterized MgADP bound BchL shows that functionally important regions
centered on the nucleotide binding site and the cluster experience the maximum changes
as a direct result of nucleotide interaction. Specific residues that directly interact with the
nucleotide, in the P loop region and switch I and II regions, experience maximum
positional movement in the two structures. Similar positional movement is observed in
the residues that form the NH-S bonds with the cluster and stabilize it. The specific
residue movements would be important for the communication of the nucleotide binding
to the rest of the protein. Changes in the [4Fe-4S] cluster environment are expected as
the protein environment is known to influence the physical characteristics of the cluster.
In our previous work with BchL, it was shown that the cluster behavior changes as BchL
goes through the different nucleotide-bound states (169). The observations from the
present study provide a structural basis for our previous observations.
The present work further includes the low resolution characterization of the
overall conformation of MgATP bound BchL carried out using SAXS on solution
samples. The results from the SAXS studies show that the MgATP bound the protein has
a conformation very similar to the structurally characterized nucleotide-free and MgADP
bound BchL. These observations complement the information already available from the
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studies on nitrogenase Fe protein to show that nucleotide-induced conformational
changes in these electron donor proteins is on a small scale. Most structural changes are
subtle and would take place at the functionally important regions where the residues are
involved in making specific interaction with either the nucleotide or the partner protein.
These changes are not reflected in the overall conformation of the protein and seem to be
a common mechanism for electron transfer in such multi component enzyme systems.
These insights also offer a basis for the proposed mechanism of interaction of BchL with
BchNB which would involve a rolling mechanism, similar to that proposed for Fe
protein-MoFe protein interaction (11). The results from the structure combined with the
insights gained from the SAXS studies offer strong basis for a mechanism for how
proteins involved in nitrogen fixation and chlorophyll biosynthesis might maintain
partner specificity. Differences in the docking surface charge distribution complemented
by the different trends in the overall conformational behavior of BchL and Fe protein in
the nucleotide bound states would allow for differential docking interaction on their
respective partner protein. However, a complete characterization of the MgATP bound
state is necessary for the identification of the specific residues that are important for
electron transfer function of the protein.
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CHAPTER 6
CONCLUDING REMARKS
The works presented in the previous chapters have significantly increased our
understanding of how electron transfer is affected in complex biological systems like
nitrogenase and chlorophyll biosynthesis. Both systems under investigation are examples
of multi component metalloenzyme that are capable of reducing high energy bonds
assisted by inter-component electron transfer facilictated by unique electron donor
proteins; Fe protein for nitrogenase and BchL for DPOR. Furthermore, both Fe protein
and BchL utilize the binding and hydrolysis of MgATP for their electron transfer
function. The involvement of nucleotide hydrolysis in electron transfer, is unique in
biology, and is one of the most intriguing aspects of the function of Fe protein and BchL.
To understand the nucleotide dependent function of nitrogenase, the Fe protein
had been structurally characterized in different catalytically important conformations.
The direct characterization of the structure of MgATP bound Fe protein has been
extremely difficult to date, but the characterization of a variant Fe protein offered
possible insights into a potential mimic of the MgATP bound conformation of the native
Fe protein. A Leu residue was deleted in the switchII region of the variant protein that
resulted in a more elongated structure with major rigid body reorientation of the subunits
of the homodimeric Fe protein. Biochemical and spectroscopic experiments on the
variant Fe protein show interesting parallels between the L127Δ Fe protein protperties
and those of the native Fe protein in the presence of bound MgATP. In addition, the
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L127Δ Fe forms a stable complex with MoFe protein that closely resembles the Fe
protein – MoFe protein complex stabilized in the presence of MgADP and
tetrafluoroaluminate (128). Our SAXS studies confirmed that the elongated L127Δ Fe
protein conformation observed in the crystal structure predominates in solution.
However, the overall global conformation of the MgATP bound native Fe protein was
found not to resemble the elongated structure of L127Δ Fe protein. These results suggest
that similar complexes can therefore be formed via at least two different pathways of Fe
protein conformational change triggered by the MoFe protein and apparently similar
spectroscopic and biochemical properties can be obtained by markedly different protein
conformations. Nevertheless, the results from the SAXS studies have offered important
insights in to the conformational changes of the Fe protein as it cycles through its
catalytic pathway.
Apart from the nucleotide involvement for the function of nitrogenase, the
location of the site for the substrate binding and reduction has also been a perplexing
question with relation to nitrogenase function. Although it is well established that the
MoFe protein houses the sites of nitrogen binding and reduction, and FeMo-cofactor acts
as the catalytic center of the protein, the exact location of substrate binding on the FeMocofactor has been difficult to characterize. Several studies including the biochemical and
biophysical characterization of the protein were used and α-70Val was identified as a
residue that controls substrate access to the FeMo-cofactor (33). Substitution of this
residue by α-70Ile resulted in MoFe protein that has significantly lowered activity for
reduction of a number of substrates, except protons. The structural characterization of this
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variant at 2.3 Å resolution shows the location of the side chain of α-70Ile directly over
Fe6 of FeMo-cofactor and indicates that the side chain of the amino acid at position α-70
acts as a gate keeper to control the access of substrates to the FeMo-cofactor. Further, the
structure offers insights into the observation of trapping hydrides on the α-70Ile MoFe
protein when it is frozen during H2 evolution, thus providing strong evidence for this
location to be the sites of substrate binding and reduction in nitrogenase.
Nucleotide hydrolysis involvement for intercomponent-electron transfer is seen in
another enzyme system in nature. This enzyme system is known as DPOR enzyme and it
is involved in chlorophyll biosynthesis. It is a homologous enzyme system to nitrogenase
as shown by genetic analysis. Also, it is a two component metalloenzyme, like
nitrogenase, and uses nucleotide dependent electron transfer to bring about reduction of
double bond in a tetrapyrole ring system, namely protochlorophilide. The unique electron
donor is characterized as BchL, which shares up to 30% sequence identity with the Fe
protein. It offers an ideal system to study this unprecedented nucleotide requirement for
electron transfer in a system similar to nitrogenase. Our structural characterization of
BchL in the MgADP and nucleotide-free states offers insights into the conformational
changes in BchL as it proceeds through its catalytic cycle. The structural and biochemical
characterization of BchL in the MgADP bound state and the subsequent comparisons to
the Fe protein indicated a number of features that are similar in both proteins, like iron
content and structural environment of the [4Fe-4S] cluster. The overall structure of BchL
is seen to be very similar to the Fe protein, the nucleotide-binding regions being
conserved. On comparison, it can be seen, the interactions of the protein with the
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nucleotide and the orientation of the nucleotide in the binding pocket are also conserved.
However, some differences in the overall shape of the two proteins can be observed upon
secondary structure matching. Significant differences is observed between the Fe protein
and BchL in surface charge distribution, especially on the docking surface that that also
serves as the sites of protein-protein interactions with their respective partners (BchNB
and MoFe protein). In addition, BchL is unable to substitute for the role of the Fe protein
in nitrogenase assays. These studies have been significant with as being first glimpse of
the structure of BchL. The slight differences in the structure between the two proteins the
key differences in the docking regions of BchL and Fe protein has been proposed to be
the basis for discriminating between the partner proteins. This fidelity of association
between the component proteins in nitrogenase and DPOR ensure electron flow to their
respective substrates in organisms which carry out both nitrogen fixation and chlorophyll
biosynthesis.
Further elucidation of the structure of the nucleotide-free state of BchL has
allowed to identify specific residues in the switch regions and the cluster environment of
the protein that undergo movements following nucleotide binding. These studies help to
hypothesize the mechanism of how nucleotide binding is communicated to the regions of
functional importance during the catalytic cycle. The studies presented also include the
solution phase characterization of BchL using SAXS and the results offer a low
resolution characterization of the MgATP bound BchL. The study indicates
conformational changes in BchL on a scale similar to Fe protein in the presence of
nucleotides, although the trend of conformational changes is contrary. The
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characterization of BchL structures using crystallographic and solution phase methods
both in the presence and absence of nucleotides offer a proposed mechanism of
interaction between BchL and BchNB.
These studies of the Fe protein of nitrogenase and BchL of DPOR have not only
helped in increasing our understanding of the involvement of nucleotide hydrolysis in
electron transfer as seen in complex biological enzymes, but also how electron pools are
shunted to correct substrates using specific inter-protein interactions.
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